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A side of murder served at Union
By 0 avid Sc lirag
REPORTER

When a mystery movie on TV,
we've all been guilty of yelling at
the television, telling the detective what he or she has done
wrong. We know what lurks
around the corner before the
detective does, so we yell. But let's
be honest, they can't hear you.
limes are changing and it's time
to be heard.
Thcta Alpha Phi, in collaboration with The Department of
Theatre and Rim, The Bowen

Web site
offers
students
free food
By Monica Frost
REPORTER
Campusfood.com, an online
ordering service, is teaming up
with local restaurants to give students an offer they can't refuse:
free food.
From now until Nov. 9, students have the opportunity to
order a free small cheese pizza
from Papa lohn's Pizza, a medium
cheese pizza from Domino's Pizza
or a hot sub from Pisanello's
Pizza. The promotion is valid for
one free order per customer and
delivery is free at these locations
as well.
Students can order their free
food by visiting the Web site, creating a personal account and
entering address information for
delivery purposes.
Campusfood.com contacted
local restaurants prior to the
semester in hopes of generating
more users and getting more
exposure, according to Rod
Stringer, a manager at Domino's
for 20 years.
Although these select restaurants will spend the next two
weeks giving away free food, diey
are getting tlieir products out into
the community.
"We're getting a lot of new customers out of this," Stringer said.
"This is another way to order pizzas - they leustomersi can just go
to tlie Web site. It is another convenience we offer our customers."
I leather Taylor, a manager at
Pisanello's Pizza for eight years,
said this is the first promotion
with "no strings attached."
Pisanello's gave away 20 free subs
Monday, the first day of the promotion, and 54 subs yesterday.
Campusfood.com also has
online ordering available for local
restaurants King Buffet, Bamboo
Garden and El Camino Real.
Delivery is available for King
Buffet, but Bamboo Garden and
El Camino Real are pick-up only.
Campusfood.com, which is
based in New York, was founded
in 1997 by Michael Saunders,
then a student at the University of
Pennsylvania. Saunders was looking to create an alternative to the
inaccuracies and frustrations that
may arise from placing food
orders via the telephone, according to Ismael Archbold, a marketing
coordinator
for
Campusfood.com.
"Orders get mixed up, addresses get mixed up and menus go
FOOD, PAGE 2

entertainment The meal starts
off with a "three-ring" tossed
salad. The main course is a
lemon chicken and pasta dish.
and t" top it oil, dessert will he a
"double trouble" chocolate dish,
All of the dishes are prepared In
the University Dining Services
staff.
"There was a lot of time put
into this production,* Waterfield
said. "Thcta Alpha Phi has had a
lot of meetings with the Union
and Dining Services, rhe cast
and crew have also been putting

in countless late nights for
rehearsals, since many of the
actors .ire also Involved in other
University plays, It was a tremendous amount <»l work to take on
for everyone imolwil. cspeeiallv
since this is really an extra job we
have taken on."
I'he entertainment isn't just for
the aCtOrS, It is also meant 10 he
an audience participation experience when1 the audience can
ask questions, interact with the

characters ami make accusations on who thn think the mur-

derer actually is and what tlieir
motive was.
'Expect to laugh a ton, eat
great fcod, and to be a little bit of
a Sherlock Holmes in the
process." Waterfield said. "It really is a tun experience for any age.
and a unique way to celebrate
I lalloween."
I lie show can lx' seen tonight
in 228 Union at H p.m. Tickets are
S14.95 for staff and guests and
S9.9S liii students, lickets
Include the entertainment as
well as dinner.

Israel POW swap causes a stir
By Ravi Nessman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

JERUSALEM — The tale is
reminiscent of a paperback
thriller An Israeli colonel using a
fake passport sneaks into an oil
emirate for a murky business
deal, is betrayed by a friend, kidnapped and shipped in a coffin to
militants in Lebanon.
But the intrigue behind
Elhanan Tannenbaum's capture
three years ago by Hezbollah is
more than just a page-turner
here — it has become a weapon
in the hands of Israelis trying to
torpedo a massive and lopsided
prisoner exchange being negotiated with the militant group.
"The special circumstances of
Tannenbaum's Icapturel might
be extremely relevant to the
question of whether Israel should
pay a price or make any efforts
whatsoever to bring him back,"
said Yuval Steinitz, a lawmaker
from the ruling Likud Party.
Under the proposed deal —
brokered by Germany during
months of negotiations, and still
unofficial — Tannenbaum and
the bodies of three Israeli soldiers
would be returned to Israel in
exchange for the release of several hundred Arab prisoners,
including Palestinians
But the family of another prisoner of war, Ron Arad, has campaigned against the swap
because it reportedly would
include the release of a Lebanese
guerrilla leader seized by Israel as
a bargaining chip in Arad's case.
The unusual situation has created something of a public relations war between two mediasawy, telegenic and desperate
families.
Tannenbaum's children, while
expressing sympathy with Arad's
family, have appealed to the
Israel government to put all the
controversies aside and bring
home their father.
"Every day that passes lessens
the chances of him returning
home alive," his daughter, Karen,
wrote in the Yediot Ahronot daily.
"I love him, I miss him, and I am
not giving up on him."
Many on the right, including
members of Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon's Cabinet,
strongly
oppose the idea, saying the
release of hundreds of prisoners
is too high a price to pay for three
dead soldiers and a civilian.
Opponents also argue that allowing
the
I,ebanese-based
Hezbollah to claim credit for the
release of Palestinian prisoners
would boost its regional stature,
and set a bad precedent that
could threaten Israelis around
the world by making them targets.
In the past, Israel has made
lopsided trades to obtain the
release of prisoners of war and
the bodies of dead soldiers, but it

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

tion, and is Iveavily involved with
the show itself, right down to figuring out who the murderer is."
The story is about two competing circus families, the Gyps]
family and the Trapeze family,
lealousyand competition run the
gamut. And according to
Waterfield, audience members
should be on their toes for evil
lion tamers and possibly the
arrival of a big gorilla.
Along with the slum, the audience members will be served a
well rounded meal with their

'ITiompson Student Union and
University Dining Services, is
hosting "Murder Under the Big
lop," a murder mystery dinner
show tonight in the Union.
According
to
I leather
Waterficld, Thcta Alpha Phi
member and secretary, "Murder
Under the Big lop" is a great
escape.
'Murder Under the Big Top' is a
dinner theatre show, which is a
unique experience with theatre,"
Waterfield said. "The audience is
served dinner during the produc-

™»
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NEGOTIATING: Sheik Nasrallah. leader of Hezbollah guerrilla group, speaks during an Ittar. a gathering to break daylong fasting by
Muslims during the holy month ot Ramadan in Beirut. Lebanon. The group is negotiating a POW swap with Israel.
has never made such a trade for
an Israeli citizen captured while
on private business abroad.

something else illegal, allegations
his daughter rejected as "vicious
rumors."

But the shadowy cjicum-

Sharon has said the revelations

stances surrounding the (ktober
2000 abduction of Tannenbaum.
a reserve colonel, have stoked the
biggest controversy over the deal.
Israeli media have reported
that a police investigation found
Tannenbaum was mint! in gam
hling debts when an Israeli-Arab
friend, Oayis Olieid, lured him to
Belgium with the promise of a
business deal that could solve all
his problems. Tannenbaum was
given a false passpon, then flew
to the United Arab Emirates,
where he was captured by
Hezbollah, possibly with Iranian
support.
He was then dnigged, stuffed
into a coffin and shipped to
Lebanon.
Israeli
media.
quoting
unnamed sources, have said
Tannenbaum's proposed business deal involved drugs or

would not deter the government
from pushing forward with the
deal. If Tannenbaum has done
anything illegal, he will have to
answer for it after becomes hack
to Israel, Sharon said.
As the controversy raged,
reports surfaced that llczixilluh
had beaten and tortured
lannenbaiim, ripping out all his
teeth without anesthetic. His
family says his health is fading,
and he may not survive much
longer.
Israeli defense sources said
Sharon's office leaked the torture
re|M>rt to win public sympathy for
the deal.
Days later, though, another
re|X)rt w-as leaked claiming new
signs of life from Arad, the missing aviator who was shot down

over Lebanon in ISHH.
Arad was last heard from
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directi) the Jieai alter his capture,
when he sent letters and a picture to his wile. The report, citing
three Iranian defectors living in
Europe, said Arad was held until
1999 in a secret detention facility
in Iran and that he was deliberately crippled by his captors. Iran
has denied the report.
Arad's lamih is angry that the
promised prisoner deal would
release Mustafa Dirani — who is
alleged to have held Arad for a
time and who was snatched by
Israel in 1994 — without securing the aviator's release or getting
any information on him.
They have circulated petitions
and met with politicians, including Sharon, to present their case.
They also tiled a S22.5 million
lawsuit against Dirani they hope
would force him to stay here.
Arad's family says Dinini, who
was the security chief for the
Shiite Amal militia that captured
Arad. personalty held him captive at one point.
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lor us. Dinini is like
Milosevic," Arad's brother Chen
said, referring to the former
Yugoslav president on trial for
genocide. "We don't think he is
entitled to go home before we
have some information, or my

brother goes home."
I argely absent from the public
arguments are three Israeli soldiers, captured by Hezbollah
three years ago along the border
with Lebanon, whose bodies
also would reportedly be

returned.
Israel has declared Adi Avitan,
Beni Avraham and Omar Sawaid
dead, hut their families still hold
out hope they are alive.
Ik'iti Avraham's father, llaim,
said he has had trouble sleeping
out of fear a deal might fall
through because of die bickering
"It they can bring |back| Mr.
Ron Arad, please do it," he said.
"But if they can't, then bring the
others."

MONDAY
Partly
Cloudy

lligh:(>9'
Low: 51"

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 58'
Low: 46"
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RANGER CHALLENGE

Free
pizza,
subs
online
FOOD, FROM PAGE 1

PMM
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GAME ON: Members ot the BG Ranger team finished fourth out of 27 during the Ranger Challenge in Ft. Knox, Kentucky. The University submitted two 10 member teams this
year. Pictured right, BGSU Ranger Challenge Team #2, from left to right standing: SFC David Pfleger (Team Coach), Seth Grimm, Juan Molina, Kelly Finkhousen, Mike Meyers, lou
Belloumini, Billy Schmidt, Jeff Davis. Ryan Lorek. Brandon Davis, and Andy Hascher. Left Photo: Zack Cron disassembles the M16A2 rifle for the quickest time possible.

out-of-date," Archbold said in a
phone interview, "but online
most of these hassles are eliminated." "We |Campusfood.com|
try to make ordering simple and
straightforward."
"V\fe want people to try out
the restaurants and try out the
Web site," Archbold said.
Archbold repeated a saying
from his mother that has stuck
with him; "If you want people to
remember you in their busy life
- give them an unexpected gift.
Our unexpected gift is food,"
Archbold said.

University executes Halloween excitement
have any mysterious notions to

By Christy JenKins
REPORTER

offer students this I laUoween, the

Double, double toil and trouble; fire bum and cauldron bubble.

While Shakespeare was not
referring to Halloween in
Macbeth, this image of three
witches brewing an evil potion
has come to represent the lateOctober holiday.
While the University does not

Union events stall and other
campus organizations have
planned events to commemorate
the holiday.
Valerie Haley and Ihisa llanco,
who both work in the Union
events planning office, said the
overall motivations for sponsoring these events are to promote
the Union and to provide enter-

ugUutitton Uutiy Stoj
Not Sure When you Register for

Spring 2004?
Check out the Registration Assignment Times at
http://www.bgsu.edu/oftices/registrar/Reglstratton.htinI

tainment for people who have
varied interests, llanco added
that the activities promote a
sense of community within the
building and are fun for the
employees.
University Dining Services,
Theta Alpha Phi, the University
Theater Department and the
Union will sponsor "Murder
under the Big Top; A Murder A la
Carte Mystery Play" today at 6
p.m. in 228 Union, lickets are
S9.95 for students and can be
purchased at the Union information desk.
The University Dance Alliance
is having a Halloween Dance
Party from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in 222
lippler North. Students are
encouraged to come in their best
I lalloween costume and learn
movements from the music

video "Thriller."
Also today, the Resident
Student Association is sponsoring a community Trick-or-Treat
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Participants
.iir to meet at Saddlemire and
groups will be escorted to various
residence halls and buildings for
trick-or-treat and other activities.
Tomorrow's Halloween events
all take place at the Union. The
Union will sponsor a Halloween
Open House from 11 a.m.. to 1
p.m. Students are encouraged to
come to the Union, explore the
building and cast their vote for
the best decorated office.
The Union is also sponsoring a
Halloween Costume Contest at
12:30 p.m. in the Falcon's Nest.
Registration for the contest
begins at noon and students can
enter either as a group or as indi-

viduals. The Student Union will
award prizes ranging from a pizza
party to $50 gift certificates to
Meijer for best overall group costume, best original or creative
costume and most frightening or
scariest costume.
But where did Halloween and
these traditions originate?
Halloween dates back to the
ancient Celtic festival of
Samhain. Samhain was the Celtic
festival of the dead celebrated on
Oct. 31 that was celebrated by
having bonfires and parties. The
Celtic New Year and winter season began on Nov. 1 so the Celts
thought the ghosts of the dead
could return to Earth for that one
night. The Celts dressed in costume on this night because they
were afraid that the spirits would
recognize them.

When the Romans conquered
the Celtic lands, they combined
the Celtic festival of Samhain with
the Roman festivals of Feralia,
which remembered the dead,
and Pomona, the Roman goddess of fruit and trees. From the
festival of Pomona, the tradition
of bobbing for apples developed.
When Christianity began to
influence this region, Pope
Boniface IV named Nov. 1 All
Saints Day or Ail-Hallows Day in
an attempt to replace the Celtic
festival of the dead with a churchapproved holiday. The evening
before this day became known as
All-Hallows Eve or Halloween.
Today, Americans spend an estimated $6.9 billion annually on
Halloween, making it the country's second largest commercial
holiday.

■AaBtCc—Picture-bay-XxYy-Zr

FREE
November 5,6,7

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Union Rm. 105
Graduating Seniors U3 U4
To make an appointment call the
KEY Yearbook Senior Portrait Hotline
at (419) 372-8634

Professional Dress
Suggested
Walk-ins Welcome
www.keyyearbook.com
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DUKE STUDENTS PROTEST U. DECISION

CAMPUS

About 150 people at Duke University gathered to protest
the University's 14-month-old decision to drop a boycott
of the Mount Olive Pickle Company.
Many protesters argued that the company's workers
needed more say in labor agreements.

get a Kf
^^^^^^

HK calendar ol events U taken from
hnp^/wwwJ)gsiLedu/calendar/calcndarJitml

8 a.m.- 5 p.m.

"Sensory Integration" &
"Experiential Extremism" Art
Exhibit
Union Art Gallery
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Radical Line: Innovation in

Chinese Contemporary
Painting
For more information:
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/
gallery/current.ctm
Dorothy litter Bryan Gallery
Id .i.m.

1 p.m.

Xan Palay: The Image of the
City
For more information:
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/gal
lery/current.ctm
Willard Wankelman Gallery
10:30 a.m. -2 p.m.
Community Day Fund raiser
NSSUIA wiU be seUing Elder
Beerman coupons at a
fund raiser

Union lobby
11 ,i.iii. - 411. n i.
Black Student Union Table
BSU will be signing up people
to read at Cherry Elementary
School on I lalloween

Union hobby
11a.m.-2 p.m.
I lalloween Raffle
Recreational Sports will be raf
fling off a cauldron of candy.
Union l/ibby

u

*
tf

Noon
Partnerships for Community
Action Presentation Series
Sensitivity Training Awareness
for Caregivers. PCA/CITE
Support Grant Recipients
report the results of their program.
318 Union
2:30-3:30 p.m.
I low to Get an Internship
Sponsored by Career Services
3/6 Union

Hj
A

^B
^^^^^^^

interactive fun is in store.
Come and live the excitement
and help solve the murder
mystery of the year!
Ticket Costs:
Faculty/Stafl7Guests-$14.95
andStudents-$9.95
Sponsored by: BowenThompson Student Union,
University Dining Services, and
Theta Alpha Phi,
Union Multipurpose Boom

4 p.m.
Women's Dissertation Writing
Group
An interdisciplinary group
open to any woman in the
writing process of her pro
gram, whether at the preliminary/comprehensive exam
stage or the dissertation/thesis
stage. Please feel free to join us
any Thursday to see if this
group works for you. Contact
Maria DeRose for further
details:
mderose€"bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Meets each Thursday from
4:00-5:00 p.m.
107 Hanna Hall
6 p.m.
Murder Mystery Dinner
TTieatre: Murder Under the Hig
Top
A Murder AI a (iirte Mystery
Play hy'lbm Chit xln.
Was It the Gypsy Family? Was it
the Trapeze Family? Clan you
guess whodunit? A night of
humor, drama, suspense and

Presents

Artwork is stolen
e from art building

7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Pink
Paradise Week
2001) Union
7:30 p.m.
Movie: Close to Eden
life of a shepherd, his wife,
three children, and the grand
mother on the Mongolian
steppe. Shot on the stupendous terrain of Mongolia.
Russian with English sub-titles
The Glsh lihn I heater
8 p.m.
New Music Ensemble
The New Music Ensemble is
directed by Dr. Mikel Kuehn.
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall
8 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Health
Awareness

Union ll\eater
Photo provided

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS PAINTING?: This painting was taken from the second floor ot the Fine Arts
Building on Oct. 20. It is a watercolor painting on paper and is about 3 feet by 2 feet. If you have any
information about its current location, please contact Detective Scott Sauer at 372-8816.

1

mopaioo^a

Culture - Dance - Entertainment - Food - Fun
UAO Presents

I

Special Performance by

Grupo fuego - /Mom
Also Featuring:
7-one Entertainment
Deutsche Requiem
Fremont Dance Group
LaRevancha
Mariachi

Free Puerto Rican Food
Halloween costumes welcome
Jalapeno Eating Contest
Kids Corner
Picture Booth

October 31, 2003
5:OOT*lsA to Midnight
Ballroom of BGSU Bowen-Thompson Student Union
$1 Donations or canned goods are welcomed.

■■■■■
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QUOTE) \onni:
"I'm about a hundred feet away from them
when 1 glance over and see lightning coming out of Caviezel's ears."

OPINION

I he l\iN>i<m of llic Christ" producer SIEVE MCF.VEETY.on lightning that
struck lames (jvicalwho plays |esus in Mel Ciibson's new movie. The film's
assistant director was also hit by lightning on two occasions while making the
movie. l!KWM»wk.umil

What is the attractoin of reality TV?
r.u
ire I l'.(
I t irii-i■
iii:«Ii
I wire
iiK'iuiiali

Wo have been made genuinely
II by bow television is hitting an
ill-time low with the new reality
-bows airing now. and those
won io lx' airing, lust when I
bought the media couldn't
nake Americans even more
nindless, a new hatch of lame,
sadistic reality television comes

dons;
Wasn't it enough when we bad
:o sit and watch as a group of
lacksiabbing derelicts inhabited
i supposedly primitive island

V

that probably had a full-service
resort on the other side of it?
Interesting how people can supposedly lie fighting for their survival with a $20,000 camera and
lxM>m in their face.
The further the producers
went though, the fewer ideas
they had, until finally schemes
were concocted to air the most
hldlCIOUS Of ihOWS — shows that
the producers knew would get
people complaining about how
they are assaulting the minds of

our youth or some other fightfor-a-cause jargon like that.
The complainers arc the best
clients though, as it is a great
American tradition to hate
somefJiing and utterly support it
at the exact same time. A kind of
paradoxical win-win situation for
the owners of the shows.
Every one of us is guilty of
viewing these shows with surprising delight as we watch the
breakdown of human civility
right in front of us. The most

Lef s re-think the good oP days
KHARY
JACKSON
Opinion Columnist
My friends, it is here: the epidemic known as nostalgia
Nostalgia is practically airborne; a mental SARS with the
staying power of herpes, and you
can't even have fun getting it.
1 hiring times of crisis and unrest
the nostalgia disease has been
slipped into our psyche since the
first moment some bitter octogenarian muttered, "Back in my
day ..." And as a result of our
pervasive fondness of the good
of days, our present identity
remains in flux, and the
prospects of our future are disturbing. But not to wony for
there is a simple remedy for our
enmity; give me a lew minutes to
rant and laugh at all my jokes.
I he laugh will set you free.
first, the word "nostalgia" itself
actually originated as a medical
term by Swiss doctor lobannes
I Infer in KiHH explaining bow the
afflicted lose touch with the present. 1 low lining. It were winching television, we'll see broke
celebrities mouthing off about
the eighties, or Asbton Kutcher
in "That 70s Show" while he
dates a woman who was shooting sex pistols in the 70s before
he even showed up.
If we're on any university campus we've all had the same
thought: there are just way too
many hippies. (Nearly, the term
nostalgia has become more orally pervasive than the film Deep
I hroat." I or example, in an
[incited article on potheadsanonymous.com, President
Bush complained, "Back in my
day, it only cost a few hundred
bucks to get 'blowed' up. Now

irnrii 11

you need $87 billion." We also
see it in sports. "Back in the 70s,
athletes weren't male divas. They
were getting killed fighting a war
we still don't understand.'' The
cause of all this Monkees business lies in: 1) embellished sentimentality and 21 selective memory. Only two causes, because
Three's Company (ba-dum-

buml.

Embellished sentimentality: It
is almost natural that the older
we get, the fonder we gel of a
time thai is long pasl, yet still
right in front of our fingertips as
we reach back into our memories. And as we continue to look
back, the sentimentality level
raises and becomes embellished
to the pi inn thai our memories
are filtered down to those thai
bring us the most happiness and
support our desire to fantasize
about history, which is where
selective memory comes in.
We could talk about all of the
cute figures and events that have
shaped our historical mosaic
and see for ourselves how easy it
is to remember significantly
more of the good times than ihe
miserable.
The problem with nostalgia is
that it paints a dreamland vision
of our past while invalidating the
progress of our present, and disrupts our ability to properly evaluate history. Our ability to learn
from die past becomes stunted
and we can become doomed to
repeal earlier mistakes. So in
effect the desolate image we created for our present and future
will become a reality.
Now dial we have seen die
dangers of obsessive nostalgia,
we need to look at history as it
truly is, not as how we wish for il
to lx1.Farlicr we saw how selective memory can focus on the
happy times, but what about if it

went Ihe olher way around?
Wow, I miss die good times.
Back when Native Americans
could save Ihe lives of a bunch of
strange-smelling while people
and in return get escorted along
the Trail of Tears, ideally hollering and dancing all the while, to
little splotches of land reserved
just for them. I looray for casinos.
And how in ihe 60s and 70s the
FBI brought enough cocaine into
the country to get 01' Dirty
Bastard high, eventually spreading into the suburbs so middle
class Frederic could see pink elephants, too. And how we invaded die country, look it over,
abused our citizens, bombed
everyone else, usurped global
power and bullied third world
children to slave in sweatshops
to make our Michael Ionian
Nikes so we could gel on basketball courts and neglect the academic training that would create
ihe foundation for a rehabilitated community and nation, my
God. Those were the good ol'
days.
This may seem harsh, yel
wearing rose-colored glasses can
be just as destructive, for they
foster ignorance of our past and
neglect of our responsibility to
leave die world in a better condition than we left it. We need to
create a more balanced analysis
of where we've been, where we're
going and where we are now.
As Sir Paul McCartney sang.
"I'm one rich bastard... and I
believe in yesterday." I too
believe in yesterday. 1 believe in
the bright future of our nation,
and mankind as a whole. But we
can live in neither of those.
Remember the past, envision the
future—but let's live in die now.
Envision that.

{8 TO THE EDITOR

People don't
appreciate the
MAC teams
losh I larris certainly had a
Jteat game against the Huskies
:>f Nil ^Completing 27 of his 43
pass attempts for 438 yards and
rushing for an additional 89
yards against a ranked opponent
was undoubtedly the best performance this year by any quarter:iack in college football.

I lowever.according to a USA
Today poll, this performance
wasn't even good enough to
qualify as best performance of
the week by a quarterback.
Apparently the "readers" of the
publication think that Brad
Smith, also a quarterback, was
more deserving of die poll based
"Player of the Week" award.
Smith passed for a paltry 128
yards only completing 13 of his
24 pass attempts. His claim to
fame was his 291 yards rushing
on 19 carries. Against unranked
Texas Tech. Give me a break.

Frankly, il seems that when a
MAC quarterback, at least one
not from the soon to depart
Marshall, has a record setting
game against a ranked (and at
die time, undefeated) opponent,
it not only doesn't qualify him as
player of the week, bul doesn't
qualify as quarterback of the
week either.
It seems people can't get pasl
their BCS bias.
MIKE SCHMIDT

ALUMNUS

famous of these shows. MTV's
"Real World," sets die standard
for an over-sexed, over-alcoholic,
emotion-fueled 30 minutes of
television. MTV's other now
famous shows, "Fraternity Life"
and "Sorority I jfe," give a bad
name to an already tainted
image of the "Greek" life.
VVhat is it about these shows
that fires up our voyeuristic lust
for watching others' lives? The
answer is plain and simple; we
get to watch others live, love and

most of all argue without ever
being directly affected.
I'm sure the new assault of
reality-based television will be
just as popular, lust the other day
I saw an advertisement for a new
crapshoot called "Average |oe."
It's like the ami-Bachelor. A
bunch of regular-looking
shmucks all vying for the same
beautiful woman while the other
Americans sit back in their Lazy
Hoys and laugh when the bald
one gets denied or the fat one

can't swim. What is corporateowned television telling us?
Unless you look like the guy
from the Bowflex ads. you'll
never gel an attractive girl.
There is no morality left, no
decency, only an undying wanton need to remain a drone with
no actual life other than watching the shows that MTV and
other stations want you to see.
Now I wonder, in 2003, if there
were no reality shows at all,
would people still have a reality?

Bush, surprisingly,
PEOPLE has students' support
ON THE STREET
If you had to come up
with your own reality
TV show, what would
il be?

AMANDA TAYLOR
FRESHMAN, MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Teen Christians at
college."

EILEEN LANGFORD
SENIOR, IPC AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"There are loo many
already."

SARAH RUCK
JUNIOR, NEUR0SCIENCE

"Who wants to marry
my mom."

KORI BROWN
SENIOR, PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

"The life of a syncronized skater"

ZACH
HERMAN
Opinion Columnist
The cliche is seemingly as old
as universities themselves: college students are politically liberal and overwhelmingly apathetic. Bul a new study may
shatter some misguided preconceptions about the ideological leanings and motivations
that fuel the denizens of campuses nationwide.
The Harvard Institute of
Politics released the results of a
Survey of 1202 college students
across ihe country Monday, and
the trends revealed may have a
substantial influence on next
year's presidential election.
Amazingly, 82 percent of students are planning on voting in
2004. a sharp reversal from previous years, when participation
rates among collegians hovered
around 30 percent. This statistic
may seem advantageous to
I toward Dean and the other
Democratic hopefuls, but the
study finds thai liberals can no
longer rely on those students
who do vote to support
Democratic candidates. Rather,
the survey contends that while a
plurality of students describe
themselves as independent, die
demographic leans slightly right
as a whole.
Of those questioned. 31 percent self-identified as
Republicans, compared Io 27
percent who called themselves
Democrats. This is in direct
opposition Io ihe general public, which leans Democratic.
Support for President Bush is
also higher among college students than in the nation as a
whole. Bush's approval rating
among students has remained
steady at 61 percent (roughly 10
points better than his national
mark) since an April survey,
while his national numbers
have dropped significantly during thai time.
Even more shocking in
today's climate of inept international relations and domestic
policy bungling is die belief held
by 46 percent of those surveyed
dial "the country is on the right
back." This large number
reflects both the surprising conservatism of college students
and unfamiliarity with the
newspaper or CNN.
While Bush enjoys impressive
support from a group not generally interested in tbe conserv-

ative platform, he doesn't
emerge unscathed. One-third of
respondents said thai they have
lost trust in the president in the
past year. Furthermore, nearly
nine in ten say thai Ihe White
I louse has been misleading
about the war in Iraq.
Although snidents question
Hush's handling of the Iraq situation, the condition of the
stniggling economy may ultimately be ihe determining factor for the college crowd.
Seventeen percent of collegians consider the economy the
number-one issue in the 2004
election. Thai number is up 7
percent from a similar study last
year, and represents good news
for Democrats, who are widely
viewed as weak on defense and
stronger on social and domestic
issues.
In another positive sign for
die left, 71 percent of students
believe that finding a job after
graduation will be "very or
somewhat difficult." When students are collecting degrees but
not jobs this May. the alternative may seem a lot more
appealing than Ihe incumbent.
College students also have
surprising opinions of Ihe current Democratic candidates.
The froiitrunner among students who have a preference is
loe 1 jeberman, easily the most
conservative of the nine hopefuls and someone whose campaign is widely considered 10 be
doomed. Dean, who has
received glowing media coverage for his ability Io inspire and
motivate the Internet generation, placed second. Still, the
overwhelming plurality is undecided about 2004.
For this reason, both
Republicans and Democrats
will need 10 court the college
vole like never before if they
hope Io succeed next
November. Eighteen percent of
students are undecided on their
candidate in the 2004 general
election, a number the survey
says is "far higher dian die general population."
The college population may
well be the swing vote in neat
year's election. You are responsible for taking our country back
from the corruption and crony
capitalism of tbe Bush ad mi. 11s
[1,111(111 Don't say your vote
doesn't matter — it does. So be
aware, Icam about the candidates, and make your voice is
heard in the next election. Your
future, and your future job, may
depend on it.

CARRIE WHITAKER. MANAGING EDITOR
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STUDY: BRAIN DAMAGE PATIENTS MORE AWARE
CHICAGO (AP)— A small study suggests that some brain-damaged, vegetative patients may have greater a\vareness than doctors
previously thought.
The findings could have a bearing on right-to-die cases such as the
one involving Terri Schiavo, who suffered severe brain damage in
1990 and is the subject of a family dispute over whether she should
remain alive.
The researcher who conducted the study said the results could lead
to changes in how patients like Schiavo are diagnosed and treated.

Lad's DNA
evaluation
challenged

NATION

Arnold plans to lower bills
sayson his Weh site.
Schwarzenegger aides say his
proposed reforms are mostly the
work of three men: Sweeney who
wrote a book analyzing
California's ekvuiiin crisis; Sean
Randolph, president of the San
Francisco-based
Hay Area
Economic Forum, a group that
represents business and government interests; and Lawrence
Makovich, a senior director for
Cambridge Energy Research

By Brian Melley
THE "SS0CIAIED PRESS

MODESTO, Calif. — A hearing to determine whether Scott
Peterson must stand trial in the
murder of his pregnant wife
opened yesterday with an
expert testifying about a disputed type of DNA analysis used to
match a hair found on a pair of
pliers on Peterson's boat with
strands from Laci Peterson.
For an hour, FBI lab supervisor Constance L. Fisher
explained the mitochondrial
DNA analysis used to compare
Laci Peterson's hair with one
strand in the boat Peterson said
he used to go fishing the day his
wife disappeared on Christmas
Eve.
Peterson is charged with
murder in the deaths of his wife
and their unborn son and could
get the death penalty.
Peterson reported his 27year-old wife missing when he
returned home from a solo
Christmas Eve fishing trip. She
was eight months pregnant
with a boy they planned to
name Conner. The remains of
mother and son were found
four months later in April.
Peterson's lawyer, Mark
Geragos, disputed the admissibility of the DNA evidence and
also suggested someone may
have tampered with the hair
found on the boat. It was originally listed as a single hair, but
prosecutors said it broke in half
during their investigation.
The hearing is expected to
give the most detailed picture to
date about what clues led investigators to suspect Scott
Peterson from the beginning.
Geragos has said he would
not only prove Peterson innocent, but, would find the "real
killers." The defense team has
intimated that a satanic cult
may have been responsible.
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DEREGULATION: California's Governor-elect Arnold Schwarzenegger answers reporters' questions on
Capitol Hill yesterday. The bodybuilder-turned-actor-turned-politician hopes to deregulate electricity in
California, while avoiding mistakes that lead to rolling blackouts in previous years.
By Michael Liedtke
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN
FRANCISCO—No
stranger to sequels, Gov.-elect
Arnold Schwarzenegger hopes to
sell California on the virtues of
electricity deregulation again,
despite the fiasco the first time
around.
The action hero's energy advisers say they will bring a fresh
approach to deregulation this
time, avoiding the mistakes that
led to rolling blackouts, insolvent
utilities, market manipulation

and a $20 billion debt that customers will spend the next
decade repaying.
"We have a system that is broken, with pieces laying on the
ground that need to br picked up
and put back together again,"
said lames Sweeney, a Stanford
University professor who helped
write Schwarzenegger's energy
plan.
Deregulation critics are
unnerved by Schwarzenegger's
proposal, arguing it would
expose California to major risks at

ZICKAR FOR COUNCIL
Ward Two

Paid for by CITIZENS FOR ZICKAR, Co Chairs: Patrick Ng a Susan Oarrow
P.O. Box 553, Bowling Green. OH 43402

electricity market
Still. California will probably
need to adopt more reforms to
lower the highest electricity
prices in the continental United
States and address an Inadequate
power supply, Borenstein said.
The first overhaul was signed
into law in 1996 by then-Gov. Pete
Wilson, now a Schwarzenegger
adviser. The changes were hailed
as a way to lower prices h\ fostei ing more competition in the electricity market.
But through lune, California
households paid rates ii percent
above the national average and
64 percent above the average in
10 neighboring Western states,
according to the U.S. Fnergy

dynamite around the foundation
all over again." he said.

No AAtnra HOUSES fte!
Check out these NEWIPVE listingsRentals

• BGSU faculty member,
Psychology Dept., program
chair of Industrial
Organizational Psych
Doctoral Program
•On Council, Mike will
advocate for an adopt-ablock program to solve
neighborhood issues

"/ believe it's important for BGSU students
and permanent residents to work together
to create a better city for us all!"

a time the financially strapped
stale cannot afford to gamble.
"It looks like he wants to put us
back on the roller coaster of a
very dangerous experiment," said
Public Utilities Commissioner
l/irctta Lynch, who dealt with
California's energy turmoil in
2001.
In
his
campaign,
Schwarzenegger depicted high
electricity bills as a drag on the
state's economy. And "the current
bureaucratic rules are making the
crisis worse, instead of better." he

The
men
met
with
Schwarzenegger last month.
Based
on
what
Schwarzenegger has disclosed,
"it's an encouraging plan, one
that seems to lx' very forwardlooking," said Severin Borenstein,
director of the Hnergy Institute at
the University of California at
Berkeley. Borenstein is not working with Schwarzenegger hut is
listed in the acknowledgments ol
Sweeney's hook.
It is unlikely electricity deregulation will be at the top of
Schwarzenegger's agenda. I le has
an $8 billion budget deficit to deal
with and may have to defeat a
legislative bill and a ballot-box
initiative seeking to reregulate the

Information Administration. I ludisparity is greater for businesses,
with average rates 57 percent
alxive the national average and
91 tx'rcent above those of neighboring states.
California lacks die power
plants to meet long-term needs.
Without more market incentives
to expand generating capacity,
energy shortages could hit
between 2006 and 2006.
Schwarzenegger believes new
and improved deregulation will
avert another electricity shortage
and eventually drive bills down
for many customers. Mis plan
envisions a market where ens
tomers would pay a little more to
provide generators with an
incentive to build more plains
Big businesses would be
allowed to buy power from other
sources besides California's
major utilities. Major power customers also would be forced to
install metering equipment so
they could be charged higher
prices during peak demand periods.
Meanwhile, most households
would still get power from closely
regulated utilities; Racine Gesand
Electric, Southern California
Edison and San Diego (ias and
Flectric. Their prices would not
fluctuate much, except in unusual circumstance-..
The I'UC's Lynch, a Democrat
appointed by recalled Gov. Gray
Davis, depicts Schwarzenegger's
blueprint as a rehash of the
Wilson administration's ideas.
Architects of Schwarzenegger's
plan dispute that.
But Mike Florio of the Utility
Reform Network, a consumer
group, said it will be an even
tougher sell this time.
"It's like we blew up the house,
then got it rebuilt and now we are
thinking about putting some

Vote Tuesday,
November 4th

ill
Dissertation and Thesis Writing Weekend
For Graduate Students who are just thinking
about topics thru those about to defend!

^November 1& 2
^Olscamp Hall
9 AM to 5 PM
Pre-registration is suggested. Registration pamphlets are
available at the Graduate Student Senate Office. 402 it I si
Late registration will be available at the door.
For more information call (419) 372-2426 or e-maii
GSS@bgnet.bgsu.edii

444 1/2 S. Main St: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Very large.
OH street parking. $400.00 per month plus utilities.
147 Stonegate Blvd: Two bedroom unfurnished Condo with one car garage. Use ot Club House
and Fitness Center. $800.00 per month plus condo lees of S103.00 per month plus utilities.
317 Manvllle #L: Furnished or unfurnished efficiency apartment. In Court yard setting.
Close to Campus. Quiet area ALL FREE UTILILTIES. $275.00 per month.
123 1/2 W. Merry: Upper unfurnished efficiency apartment New heating system. Close to
City Park. $260.00 per month plus utilities.

2004-2009 Brochure will be available November 3, 2003.
Stop by and pick one up for your boosing needs next year.

NEWI9VE
Rentals

&± Domino's
Pizza
353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)
$7 Student
Value Menu
(viM w/ BGSU n only)

7 Specials
for $7 each!
FreeDetvery
1816 E.WMstw, Unit J

332 S. Main St.
4J9-352-5620
www. newloverealty.com
Dewlol@dacor.nei

1 large cheese or
1 topping pizza
1 medium 2 topping pizza
1 small 3 topping pizza

2 small cheese pizzas
10 chicken kickers &
a20oz. Coke
8 cheesy bread, 5 wings
ft a 20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks
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PREMATURE BIRTH LINKED TO CONCEPTION
LONIX)N (API — Women who lake more than a year to gel preplan)
have a slightly higher than normal chance of giving birth prematurely',
new research indicates.
The reasons for premature hirth an' a mystery In nearly half of cases,
and experts say the research, published ibis week in the journal
Human Reproduction, indicates fertility (roubles could explain part of
the problem.
Premature birth is a major public health concern because underdeveloped babies arc at increased risk of death in their Bret year and an'
more likely to develop heart, lung and brain disorders if they survive.

WOULD

11 miners surface, 1 still missing
By Sergei Venyavsky
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NOVOSHAkllTINSK. Russia
— Blinking in the sunlight they
hadn't seen in a week. 11 of 13
coal miners who were trapped in
a deep shaft in southern Russia
were brought to the surface alive
yesterday. One said the men didn't have long to live when help
arrived.
"When we saw the rescuers,
that was like the appearance of
Christ before the people," said
Vastly Avdeyev, one of the freed
miners whose coal-blackened,
grim faces attested to their ordeal.
One of die other two miners
remained missing late yesterday
and the last was found dead,
apparently crushed against mine
walls by the waters that rushed in
from an underground lake and
trapped the men last Thursday,
There were 71 men working
about 2,625 feet underground
when the icy water began roaring
into
the
mine,
named
Zapadnaya. Twenty-five managed to escape, 33 others were
rescued Saturday, and workers
tunneled through solid rock from
an adjacent mine to reach the
rest.
As they emerged, relatives who
Sergei Venyawski AP Photo
had kept vigil cried out their
RESCUED: One of 11 miners is carried from a shaft outside the Zapadnaya yesterday. Eleven of the 13 names. A crowd of doctors, police
local miners who were trapped in a deep shaft in southern Russia for six days were found alive and res- and rescue workers surrounded
cuers led them out of the mine after blasting a tunnel through solid rock.
the men as they wen' hustled into
ambulances, their shoulders
wrapped in cheery pink and blue

blankets. Some reached out to
pat the miners on the lack in a
restrained show of relief.
Nikolai Ui/aryev, an uncle of
one of the rescued men, said the
long wait was a grueling ordeal.
"We could not live — we just
existed." he said.
The success of the rescue operation boosted spirits in this hardscrabblc coal-mining region, but
a gas explosion that killed live in a
mine on the other side of the
country was a grim reminder of
the dangers facing workers in
Russia's deteriorating mines.
Sixty-six other miners were rescued after that Mast, in the town
of Partizansk, said Viktor Beltsov,
a spokesman for die Emergency
Situations Ministry. After learning
of the rescue and the far Past
blast, President Vladimir Putin
told a Kremlin meeting that to his
regret, mine accidents in Russia
"were taking on a systematic
character."
Working in poor conditions,
often going unpaid for months,
Russia's miners have learned to
he forbearing and die seven days
of being trapped in the
Zapadnaya mine tested the 11
men harshly.
"We had one or two moulhfuls
of water from the shaft, but ii was
undrinkable. it was very bad,"
miner Vladimir Mikbailov said in
the hospital where the men were
taken. "By the time we came out.
we had only one lamp out of the
original 12. so we switched it on
and off. on and off,... In the last
hours we were fumbling in darkness."
The miners had climbed an
incline that kept them out of the
frigid water, but (hey feared their
refuge wouldn't last.
In the last hours before rescuers reached them, "we felt that

419-353-5751

the water level was rising and
diere was little oxygen and people
were not feeling well," said miner
Vastly Karlov.
Avdeyev, who is the mine director, alternated between trying to
buck up the other miners and
being wracked by his own fear.
"We had nothing to eat, (so) I
delivered a speech saying that a
20-day fasting has not ever hurt
anyone and that it is good for the
health," he said.
But, he acknowledged, "we
understood that obviously we
would die."
The deputy chief doctor at the
hospital, Yuri Grishchenko, said
all 11 rescued men were suffering
from exposure and stress.
"The guys looked fine for people who have been trapped in a
mine for six days. They came out
themselves," said Alexander
Smetalin, one of the rescuers.
"They were found in the northern
part of the mine. They were lying
there all together."
Emergency workers had blasted and drilled through solid rock
from an adjacent mine to reach
the miners. In the meantime,
hundredsoftonsofrock.soiland
reinforced concrete pillars had
been dumped into the shaft to
stanch the flood.
According to the ITAR-Tass
news agency, it was the second
such accident at the mine this
year. Water flooded the mine in
February, it said, but no one was
inside.
Accidents are common in the
Russian coal industry, and miners
stage frequent protests over wage
delays and declining safety standards. According to the
Independent Coal Miners'
Union, 68 miners were killed on
the job last year and 98 in 2001.
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Ladies Night
Fri. Oct. 3ith

"Don't be afraid to
Soul FMcross the street" Costume Party
Cash Ttiits

Best Male/Female

Every Monday thru
Wednesday
Captain $2.25
Mac* Velvet $2.00
S&yy $2.50

Bacardi Reps

Best Overall

Sat. Nov. i
Twilight Babies
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Patton wins national
award for defense

October 30,
2003

After this week's threeinterception performance
against Northern Illinois,
Falcon comerback lanssen
Patton has been named the
Bronko Nagurski National
Defensive Player of the Week.
With his three interceptions,
Patton now has 18 in his
career, which is the thirdhighest total in Mid-American
Conference history.
The football team's next
game is Tuesday, when they
travel to Oxford to take on
Miami..

Force signs former
BG soccer player
The Cleveland Force has
signed former Bowling Green
men's soccer player Fred
DeGrand to a two-year contract.
Terms of the deal were not
disclosed.
DeGrand is expected to
debut with the Major Indoor
Soccer league team this season. He was originally selected
by the franchise in the 2(MKI
National Professional Soccer
League Amateur Draft.

Cavs fans excited
about new season
CLEVE1AND (AP) — For the
first time in years, opening
night is an event again for the
Cavaliers.
Ix'Bron lames has given
fans a reason to celebrate —
even if they have to stay up
until the early morning hours
to do it.
The 18-year-old rookie
begins his NBA career in a
10:30 p.m. game last night
against the Sacramento Kings.
Fans like Nick Thompson
can't remember looking forward so much to a Cavaliers'
opener.
"I'm a Cleveland sports fan,
but the last few years have
been tough," the 24-year-old
Clevelander said. "The Indians
fell off. The Browns so far have
been disappointing."
Thompson is among those
who expect lames to revive
the lowly Cavaliers, lames has
already generated national
attention for a franchise that
used to be ignored in its own
city.
last year's opener received
all the attention of a high
school junior varsity game.
But this year, Champps
restaurant in suburban Valley
View was decked out in the
Cavaliers' wine and gold colors yesterday in preparation
for a tip-off party.
Champps has been a good
luck spot for Cavaliers' fans so
far. It was the site of a lottery
draft party in May when the
Cavaliers won the right to
draft lames with the No. 1
pick.
Manager Sherry Nelson said
the restaurant booked a band
and has other activities to
keep people around for the
late game.
Cavaliers fans have waited a
long time for something to
cheer about. They shouldn't
have trouble staying up late.
"The West Coast start time
is a killer, but I'll do it,"
Thompson said.
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Cross Country chases goals
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS REP0R1ER

The Bowling Green cross
country team's season is coming
to a close this weekend as they
will travel to Akron to take pan
in
the
Mid-American
Conference championships.
The team has set their goals high
and lcx)k to make their mark this
season.
The MAC is our most important meet of the year," head
coach Cami Wells said, noting
the urgency her team feels to
perform to the top of their

potential.

Both teams have been living
the easy life since their last meet,
as their training regiment has
been cut dramatically in the
past weeks.
"We are now in the process of
tapering and getting mentally
prepared for the race," Wells
said. "This was the first week
that the athletes have had all
season without any morning
practices."
And while their training is the
same, both teams are coming

into the race with different goals.
The women's team, which has
been near the top of every meet
feels that they can win. The
men's team, on the other hand,
has struggled up to this point in
the season and is looking for top
notch efforts out of all of their
runners.
The women will be lead into
battle by Amber Culp, their team
captain in every sense of the
word. Culp has finished first on
her team in all seven of their
meets thus far.
She will be closely followed by
teammates Andrea Pollack and
Bridget Dalic, both of whom
have finished in the top five for
the Falcons in each of their races
this year.
Leighann Kramer, Melissa
Krueger, Caroline Kipchaba,
Emily Jackson, l-eslie Garden,
and Kim Settle will round out
the nine runner women's team.
Wells is excited about this
weekend and sees the wide
open field as an advantage for
her team.
"It will just come down to who

gets things done on Saturday,"
Wells said. "If we have everyone
racing up to their capability, we
can race with anyone."
The men's team will be lead by
two runners. Edwin Cheruiyot
and I<lgar Ramirez have each
led the men's team three times a
piece in their first season as
Falcons, ihe one race neither of
them were able to take the lead
for their team, it was Patrick
Maynard who rose to the occasion.
That trio will be joined by
Vivien Briard, Steve Varietta, Kris
Uuhowski, leff Wright, and lake
Smith.
Wells sees the men's side of
the meet as a tough case to
crack.
"Eastern Michigan, Central
Michigan, and Miami are all
nationally ranked teams," She
said. "We are focusing on
improving on our finish last season and racing to our potential."
Both teams will have a chance
to test their potential this
Saturday in Akron.

Ben S«nt« BG News
RUNNING TO GLORY: Two members of the cross country team run
during a match last month.

Rugby
gets back
on course
By Was Holsinger
GUEST REPORTER

The BGSU rugby team got
back on the winning track by
sweeping four matches from
previously unbeaten Michigan
State over the weekend as well as
a solo match against Toledo.
The Falcons edged the
Spartans 17-12,19-0,7-0 and 5 0 while beating Toledo 20 - 15.
The victories gave BG their
eighth
straight
Michigan
Collegiate Conference championship.
Nonetheless, the rain and a
sloppy field played havoc with all
three clubs' offenses and conspired to hold the scoring down.
"The field conditions took us
out of our normal basketball on
grass style of play and made us
play a ball control game," said
coach Roger Mazzarella. "It's
good to know that we can dominate the field in spite of the
weather."
The matches also featured a
backfield that was completely

alien to fans that had followed
BG's ruggers over the past few
years.
"We shuffled some people
into different positions to try and
maximize everyone's abilities,"
Mazzarella said.
Most notableof those changes
was the move that put Vince
Staropoli in the centers and out
of the scrum half spot that he
had owned since the second
match of his freshman year.
"Vtnnie is so versatile as an
allilete and rugby player Uiat he
would shine at any position on
the field," Mazzarella said.
Of the seven backfield positions, only wing Alessio
DiFranco and fly half Ion
Woodman are in their original
positions.
"This goes against everything 1
believe as a coach," Mazzarella
said. "But it was something we
had to try to increase our point
production."
Thanks to the weather, the
changes didn't show much on

SWEET SWEEP: Fullback Chad Cunnigan sweeps the end for the game-winning try against State.
BG swept matches against Michigan State and Toledo this weekend.

the scoreboard, but they certainly had an effect on concentrating
the power of BG's offense. Taking
the kickoff from the State, the
Falcons set up camp on the
doorstep of the Spartans goal
line for the first 23minutes, or
over one lull quarter of the game.
"That was probably one of the
greatest sustained offensive drives I've ever seen," said MSU
coach Dave I'oquette. "I mean
we threw an equally great
defense at BG, but they just kept
hammering away until they got

the first try."
Moving over from wing to fullback for the first time since his
freshman year, Chad Cunnigan
put up the first of BG's three tries
with a little juke move that left a
Spartan defender down in the
mud. Wing Matt lohnston's conversion was followed by another
short yardage try by prop Bobby
Brandenstein to give BG a shortlived 12-0 lead. The Spartans
battled back to tie the score at 12,
only to watch Cunnigan take off
on a 75-yard jaunt that broke

State's back and nuke the final
17-12.
While BG seemed to solve the
problem of the slick field and
greasy ball, the Spartans twelve
points in the first match marked
the end of any offensive coherence on their part.
In the second match wing
leron Foust picked up two tries
and centet Anthony Wanzer
punched in another Scrum half
Derek lines landed two converRUGBY. PAGE 8

Browns' RB Green arrested
By Tom Withers
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Al>l1\,1ii

ARRESTED: Green pleaded not guilty to the charges yesterday.

WESTLAKE Ohio—Cleveland
Browns running back William
Green pleaded innocent yesterday to charges of driving under
the influence of alcohol and marijuana possession.
According to a police report,
Green was arrested at 6:12 p.m.
Monday after he failed a breath
test He had a blood alcohol content of .165 — more than twice
Ohio's legal limit of .08.
An officer found a bag of marijuana weighing 3.2 grams in
Green's sport utility vehicle.
On Monday, police received a
cell phone call from a motorist

reporting a possible drunken driver.
"He must be horribly intoxicated," the female caller told police
as she described Green driving
on and off the road in a tape
played on local TV
An officer pulled Green over
after observing his car weaving
and being driven on a flat front
tire.
If convicted on the DUI charge,
Green could receive probation or
up to a $1,000 fine and six
months in jail. His license also
could be suspended from six
months to three years.
The marijuana charge is a misdemeanor and carries a $100

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWBGNEVR.COM/SP0RTS

fine.
Green also pleaded innocent
before Rocky River Municipal
ludge Maureen Cravens to a
charge that he drove outside his
lane.
Green and his attorney. Brian
Downey, did not comment after
the arraignment.
After
stopping
Green,
Patrolman Casey Carry gave field
sobriety tests to the 23-year-old.
Green didn't follow instructions
for the tests and was given a
breath test.
Green was released on bond
Monday night.
"Our team policy dictates that
we handle all incidents involving

our players within the organization on an individual basis,"
Browns president Carmen Policy
said in a statement. "William is
represented by counsel, and we
have been assured that we will be
kept advised throughout these
proceedings. We will work in conjunction with the National
Football League to monitor this
matter closely."
The Browns have a bye this
Sunday. Following practice yesterday, Cleveland's players were
given the next four days off and
do not have to report back until
Monday.
GREEN. PAGE 8
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Green
leads
team in
rushing
this year
GREEN,FROM PAGE?
Cleveland next plays on
Nov. 9 at Kansas City, and it
was unclear if Green will IK'
available.
In 2001, Browns coach
Butch
Davis suspended
defensive
tackle
Gerard
Warren, fullback Mike Sellers
and
cornerback
Lunar
Chapman for one game without pay following their arrests
in separate incidents on the

same day.
Warren was arrested in
Pittsburgh for having a concealed weapon in his car
while Sellers and Chapman
were arrested in (Cleveland on
felony drug charges. Sellers
was later released by the
Browns.
NIL spokesman Greg
Aiello would not comment
specifically on Green's arrest.
Under the league's substance abuse poliqr, any player who breaks the law for
alcohol
or
drug-related
offenses is subject to fines
and suspensions, Aiello said.
Green missed Cleveland's
game last Sunday in New
England with a separated
right shoulder. Ii was a homecoming of sorts for Green,
who starred at Boston
College before turning pro
after his junior season.
While at BC, Green was
twice suspended from the
team for marijuana use
The 6-foot-1, 215-pound
(ireen was selected in the first
round (No. 16 overall) in the
2002 draft.
following a slow start as a
rookie, (ireen rushed for 887
yards — 726 in his final seven
games — as the Brawns won
seven of their final 10 games
to earn a playoff spot.
Green leads Cleveland this
season with 559 rushing
yards on 142 carries.
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Did you know...
Apples, not caffeine, are more
.
efficient at waking ^
you up in the
^
morning...
%
m-m-m-m
apples!!!
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Many runners favor testing
By Bob Baum
IHt ASSOCIATED HESS
Not every track and field athlete is i mining scared from what
could become the biggest steroid
scandal in the sport's tarnished
history.
Many elite competitors are
cheering the aggressive retesting
of samples from this summer's
U.S. and world championships
for the steroid Tl IG and a proposed lifetime ban of those who
test positive in the future.
"I've had people ask me. Do
you think it's going to ruin your
sport?"' two-time world champion shot putter John Godina said
in an interview with The
Associated Press this week "But
this is just better and better and
better. Every time somebody gets

caught it Improves your sport"
As sprinter Ion Drummond
put it. "It's a great day for track
and field."
'Ihe athletes interviewed by the
AP praised the unidentified
coach who gave the U.S. AmiDoping Agency a syringe containing THG, which previously
had gone undetected.
"I think he's a hero," said Stacy
Dragila, the 2000 Olympic gold

medalist and former world
record holder in the women's
pole vault. "I think a lot of people
have been wanting to be able to
be that person, for someone to
take that step and go to that next
level has really opened the
doors."
four U.S. track and field athletes have tested positive for
tetrahydrogestrinone, or TUG,
and Europe's top sprinter has
admitted taking it in nutritional
supplements he says he thought
were allowed.
Those using performanceenhancing drugs have always
seemed to be a step ahead of
those
doing
the
testing.
Acquisition of the Tl IG sample,
for the moment at least, closed
that gap.
"This is something that's been
going on for a long time and it's
just that someone apparently got
fed up," said sprinter and hurdler
Gail IX'vcrs. one of the most decorated athletes in U.S. history.
Devers, who turns 37 next
month, said the steroid scandal
was the biggest factor in her decision to return for another year of
competition in 2004. She wants
to continue to serve as an exam-

ple.
"Everyone in Back and field is
not doing wrong," she said.
"Everyone in track and field is not
making bad choices. I have
respect for myself. I don't care
what environment you came
from. There's no excuses,"
Though most track athletes
don't use banned substances,
nearly all in the sport at some
point come under suspicion,
especially anyone who wins.
"I think people look at me and
say how did she get so good so
fast," Dragila said. "I have heard
that people talk about me behind
my back"
There is obvious frustration
among the athletes about the
perception that you have to cheat
to win in track and field, where
there is testing at meets and random out-of-competititm tests.
"People say our sport is the
dirtiest sport of all, but I beg to
differ," Drummond said. "1 don't
think we are the dirtiest sport
because of the amount of testing
we do, the number Of athletes
tested per capita. I think we're the
most policed sport and we're the
most publicized sport when it
comes to drugs."

Godina and Dnimmond noted
that other sports, baseball in particular, do not test as aggressively
as track does.
"They get headlines for home
runs. We get headlines for busted
athletes," Drummond said.
USA Track & Field, the sport's
national governing body, has proposed tougher dnrg rules that
could include a lifetime ban for a
first steroid offense. Such a ban is
popular among track athletes
who say they have nothing to
worry about because they won't
test positive
Godina would take the punishment even further.
"Once a cheater, always a
cheater," he said. 'I like the idea of
a lifetime ban and erasing anything they did from the record

books."
U.S. athletes testing positive for
Tl IG this summer face a two-year
suspension, which would keep
them nut of next summer's
Olympics.
"I want the athletes who willingly, knowingly and intentionally took illegal substances with the
intention of improving their performance U> be banned and eliminated," MUI Maria Human, who

has won the last three U.S. 5,000meter championships despite
being legally blind.
"I don't care if they're a gold
medal favorite. It doesn't matter. I
would rather t;ikc a team clean to
Athens and walk away with some
medals, or no medals."
Britain's Paula Radclilfe, considered the world's best long-distance female runner, has been
one of the sport's most vocal amidoping advocates. She has urged
others to come forward with
information.
"The scandal over Tl IG maybe
the best thing that could have
happened to athletics." Radcliffe
said in a column in the Daily
Telegraph of fondon. "The
cheats are being uncovered and
they now have nowhere to hide.
Those who thought they were
untouchable and could get away
with it an* miming scared."
Lost in the controversy, Devers
said, is the impact steroid use has
on young people, especially
aspiring athletes who feel they
must cheat to gel an edge in the

intense competition.

"I want those kids to know
there are people out there living
right." she said.
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Lewis wants team to focus thrive
* ?§ in
difficult
conditions

By Joe Kay
•»f ASSOCIATED PRESS
CINCINNATI—
Chad
lohnson has been warned to
watch the choreography.
The trash talking receiver
who loves entertain the crowd
after a touchdown put the
Cincinnati Bengals' biggest
comeback of the season at risk
with his latest move.
Coach Marvin fowis castigated him on the sideline Sunday
after his throat-slash gesture
after a touchdown drew a 15yard penalty..
Ihe Bengals overcame it,
holding on for a 27-24 victory
inet Seattle.
lohnson said yesterday That
he hadn't been fined by the NFL,
an indication that the league
accepted his explanation that it
was an innocent mistake.
"They would have done it
already." said lohnson, who has
a lot of firsthand knowledge of
the league's methods for fines.
"I'm sure they understand what I
meant."
His head coach is less understanding
Lewis jogged over to lohnson
as he returned from the end
zone after Sunday's display, and
berated him at length on the
sideline. The first-year head
coach made it sink in that every
action — even one done in fun
— has consequences.
"That's the significance of
what you do," Lewis said. "We

^ftk to

RUGBY, FROM PAGE 7
Slons as BCi recorded the first of
three shutouts in the 19-0 victory.
Wing Jeremy Welsh got the
lone try and lines converted to

give n< i a 7-0 victory in the third

tony Tnbble Af Photo
IN DEEP TROUBLE: Bengals' head coach Marvin Lewis yells at receiver Chad Johnson after the
receiver made a throat cutting gesture alter catching a touchdown pass Sunday. Johnson was
penalized on the play, but Cincinnati still won the game over Seattle. 27-24.
are beginning to learn that this is
a team game. It's not the Chad
lohnson show, it's a team game.
I lc understands and is remorseful."
Remorseful, perhaps, but not
ready to become a wallflower.
lohnson is enjoying his emergence as one of the league's top
young receivers. His 53-yard
touchdown catch Sunday left
him with 643 yards and an 18.4yard average per catch in seven
games.

lie started getting attention
with his catches and his win
guarantees last season, when
the Bengals finished 2-14. Most
of his trash talking is playful
rather than malicious — he even
makes fun of himself.
Last week, lohnson suggested
there's no pressure on him now
that he's become the leader of
the Bengals' receiving corps.
"That's just me," he said. "I
worked my way from the bottom up. Every week, it's only

going to get better. There arc
three things in life that are certain: death, taxes and not being
able to cover me."
He's been fined S20,000 this
season for violating the league's
uniform regulations — shin not
lucked in and so forth. He gol
another $5,000 fine for pretending to take a photograph in the
end zone with Peter Warrick to
celebrate a touchdown in
Cleveland.

match. Hanker leremy Barber's
try in the fourth match, a 5-0 vicmry, completed the BG sweep
over Michigan State.
Against Toledo, center Will
Norman, scrum halves Brian
Knaupe and (Sordon Simon, and
lock Tom forbrizzio all scored
unconverted tries in a 20-15 victory.
ibis Saturday the falcons,
now 28-5, will host Wisconsin
Stevens Point in the third round
of the Midwest Collegiate championships It will be die first ever
match between the number two
seeded Falcons and number
seven seeded Stevens Point.
Game time is 1 p.m. at the
College Park rugby field. The
match winner will advance to the
Midwest
semi-finals
in
(iolumbus next weekend.

www.bgnews.com

All 35 graduates inthe first BG5U graduating class (1915), had the same major,
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• Heinz Apartments Ltd. / /
• Frazee Ave. Apartments/ /
Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
■ Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Bentwood Subdivision
Plus Many Other Locations

445 E. Wooster
Hours: Mon-Fri - 9 am- 5 pm
Bowling Gre»n. OH
Sal 9 am - 1 pm
43402
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Rent went up
Roommate moved out
Tuition just increased

Now What???

We can help... up to $23,000
Tuition Assistance
plus a paycheck!!
On campus in Student Employment
October 30th
November 3rd

9 am - 2 pm
1 pm - 5 pm

Career Center
300 Saddlemire

For more info contact: Steve Eich at detlsje(<t>ups.com
or Jami Rosier at jamilee(i0bqnet.bqsu.edu
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"Getting stronger is the main point of the offseason for me... most
of the stuff we'll be working on is to be more game-ready than in
the past."
GABBY C0EU0, WOMEN'S TENNIS

By Brian Thomas
After dismantling each of their
last two opponents, the women's
tennis team has finished their fall
portion of the season on a positive note. Yet despite being 2-0 in
dual-match play, players have
had a hard time winning consistently in the difficult tournaments the team lias participated
in.
As compel ilion doesn't resume
until lanuary, the Falcons are
faced with over two months of
offseason time and plan on utilizing it to polish and perfect their
individual and team game.
"Winning the last two matches
has been big... it was a good and
positive way to end the season,
and it is definitely good for our
confidence,'' I lead (loach Penny

Dean said. "The opponents we
face in lanuary will be tougher,
but we have a lot of time to
improve.
"We'll be lifting and conditioning three times a week so that we
can build Stamina and strengthen muscles, which in this game is
very important."
Gaby Coello sees the upcoming weeks as a chance to hone
specific skills.
"Getting stronger is the main
point of the offseason for me,"
Coello said. "I'll work on volleys
also, but most of the stuff we'll be
working on is to be more matchready than we have in the past
Teammates also find thai the
off-season allows for team unity
to be built.
"Players will get to know each
other a little better, and we will

ffetVtt»Att
Bull Creek Paintball Park

A Division ot R&B Games - An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields & Speedball
Private Group Outings 4 Parties • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales S Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection in the area
_Shqp< R&B torall your paintball needs!

All day Basic Admission $2.99
lor open play Sunday only

exp 11/9/03

Bull Creek Paintball Park - Portage 419-266-4799 • R&B Games - Bowling Green 419-353-2176
RIB Games-Findlay 419-427-2176 - R4B Games -Foitona 419-435-4225

Personals

•"ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip Iree Group discounts tor
6. 800-838-8202 or
www.sprlnqbieaKdlicounti.com

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil Kate,
I think you're so great
I just can't wait
tor you to be a part ot my fam
I'm so glad you're an Alpha Gam'
Love, Big ">
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. Amenca's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or www.slstravel com
SPRING BREAK 2004' Beach . lie
Vacations' Jamaica. Cancun.
Acapulco. Bahamas. Florida.
Sell Trips, Earn Cash Travel Free'
Call 1-800-733-6347
www beachlilevacationscom

*1 Spring Break Vacations1 Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices. Book
Now! Campus Reps Wanted 1-800234-7007. endlesssummertours.com

have time to learn how to work
together," lessica lohnson said.
"We'll work on concentrating and
being consistent, and spending
time together practicing will get
us playing better."
An improvement in play might
be necessary, as the strength of
the Falcons schedule has yet to
be encountered.
"The fall part of our season is
kind of like a preview. We play a
ton of matches and then see
where we're at and what we need
to work on," Dean said. "But the
teams we've faced lately were a
bit easier. We had a lot ol good
games against tough teams in the
tournaments, but we hope to he
pulling out victories against
teams who play at the level of
Western Michigan and Ball
State."

CANCUN. ACAPULCO.
NASSAU, JAMAICA1
7 Nighls trom $459 ♦ lax!
Includes Breaktasls. Dinners.
20-50 Hours Free Drinks1
Guaranteed Lowest Prices & Best
Party Schedule The Only Spring
Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web View 100s Ol Hotel Videos
And Reviews at
wvw.SBringBrBaKTfayel.cQm
1-800-678-6386

Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
tlonal destinations including AruDa. Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited
offer - call now Commission rep positions also available 1-800-7873787 www studenlexpress.com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now'
www.Sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today'

"Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parlies Book before Ocl 15lhi
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

Services Offered
Pregnant'' Know all the lacls
Confidential. Iree testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Spring Break 04 with StudentClty
hooked up with Free Trips. Cash
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose from 15 ot the hottest destinations. Book early (or FREE
MEALS FREE DRINKS and 150°o
Price Guarantee' To reserve
view our Photo Gallery.
>tuden,|cjty.cgmor Call 1 •
888-SPRINGBREAK!

"Students ot ALL MAJORS' Are you
seeking a career, internship, or volunteer experience in government or
non-pro'it administration'' Don't miss
the GOVERNMENT. NON-PROFIT.
& VOLUNTEER FAIR Wed Nov 5
5.30-8:00pm. Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Ballroom Remember
bring several copies ot your resume!

HYDROPONICS is the answer
^ to your winter
gardening blues!
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Travel

Travel

VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

It's Do or Dye

Classified Ads
372-6977
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Tennis ends fall,
looks to spring
SPORTS HEPORTER
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Kind a wkte selection ol products and services ;ii the new
Carefree Garden Center for easj gardening year round, on
(

your deck, patio, living room, basement garage or green*^5
"i-* ttiihamininuimofspaoB, I se the latest technology
lu ^niv. S;IJIT. lvtttTC|uaiit>.h>tln^xHiic:iiHlor>;;uiic:ill\ ^IIMU
produce, Over SXXIOsq. ftaofiiwentor) conwnientrj locaiedwiihln
one mile of the 1-76 & I 71 interchange |u&ofTStaie Route 3!

Carefree Garden Center
cropKinjj IIK • 5050 Greenwich Rd. • Seville, OH 44273
(800)SSS-203t» (330) "69-2002
WWW. card rccgardcii. cum

NOW OPEN Bull Cieek Indoor Painlball, 16021 Mermill M. Rudolph. 419-266-4799

www.rbgames.com
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ArAArAArAArAATAArAArA
Ul' Meghan,
I'm your big. you're my little, don't
you wish you could solve this riddle?
Love, Big
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
U' Lauren,
I love you, you love me come and
loin my family!'
Love. Big
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Little Crystal.
I can't wait until you can be a part ot
your new family Get excited for
big/ Id tonight"
Big '
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

ArAArAArAArAATAArAArA
Lil Kaitlyn,
Get excited for tomorrow night
because you will finally find out who
I really am.
Love. Big fVf
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil' Victoria.
I <3 U and can't wait for you to be a
part of our family
Love. Big ?
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil'Miss Foster.
Tomorrow night you will find out who
I am and I can finally welcome you
into my Alpha Gam Fam!
Love. Big ">
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Need a place, to

We are now teasinq for Spring QPOH

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
445 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402
Hours: Monday-Friday 9 am- 5 pm Saturday 9 am - 1 pm

OPEN: Mon-rri: 10 om-6 wrt • Saturday: 10 am-2 Dm

Tuesday, November 4
■Ml

ROAD
TRIP
BG.SU VS. MIAMI
$10 INCLUDES TRANSPORTATION & GAME TICKET
Student responsible for food

S3 SEATS AVAILABLE
for Students w/ Valid ID

TODAY AT NOON!

in the Union Lobby, outside the
lookstore

imp INFO:
Depart BGSU @ 3:30pm
Game Time @ 7:30pm
Return to BGSU approx.
1:00am

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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PREMATURE BIRTH LINKED TO CONCEPTION
LONIX)N (Al'l —Women who lake more than a year l<> (jci pn.tqi:uii
have a slightly higher than normal chance of giving hinh pn'inalun'ly,
new researcli indicates.
The reasons for premature hinh an1 a mysterj in nearly half of cases,
and experts say the research, published this week ill the journal
I liiman Reproduction, indicates fertility troubles could explain pan of
the problem.
Premature hinh is a major public health concern because underdeveloped babies are at increased risk of death in their liiM year and an1
more likely to develop heart, lung and brain disorders if they Survive,

WORLD

11 miners surface, 1 still missing
By Sergei Venyavsky
rHE ASS0CIMI0 PRESS
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NOVOSIIAKHTINSK. Russia
— Blinking in the sunlight they
hadn't seen in a week, 11 of 13
coal miners who were trapped in
a deep shaft in southern Russia
were brought to the surface alive
yesterday One said the men didifl n't have long to live when help
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arrived.

"When we saw the rescuers,
that was like the appearance of
Christ before the people," said
Vasily Avdeyev, one of the freed
■
^^^K 1
miners whose coal-blackened,
grim faces attested to their ordeal.
One of the other two miners
remained missing late yesterday
B ^
B» ^1 and the last was found dead,
apparently crushed against mine
walls by the waters that rushed in
from an underground lake and
trapped the men last Thursday.
There were 71 men working
about 2,625 feet underground
'.^MLfeLvvl
^E' 3Ji when the icy water began roaring
into
the
mine.
named
Zapadnaya. Twenty-five managed to escape, 33 others were
rescued Saturday, and workers
tunneled through solid rock from
an adjacent mine to reach the
rest.
As they emerged, relatives who
Seriei Venyivski HP PliLii,
had kept vigil cried out their
RESCUED: One of 11 miners is carried from a shaft outside the Zapadnaya yesterday. Eleven of the 13 names. A crowd of doctors, police
local miners who were trapped in a deep shaft in southern Russia for six days were found alive and res- and rescue workers surrounded
cuers led them out of the mine after blasting a tunnel through solid rock.
the men as they were hustled into
ambulances, their shoulders
wrapped in cheery pink and blue
k\ KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA KA
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WE'D LOVE TO MEET YOU!
Kappa Delta
open recruitment
on Thursday
evening from 8-10
at the Kappa Delta

House.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Acrylics, Spa Manicures and Pedicures
Located nol to lljirvrrurl

KA!

Hours:
Mon , rues.. Thurs.. Iri. 10-8 p.m
Wed.. 10-6 p.m.
Sat.. 9-5 p.m,
Track Sterling • Danielle Turner«

415 I. Woostcr St.
Bowling Green
Phone/rax 419-352-8092

blankels. Some reached out to
pat the miners on die lack in a
rcslrained show of relief.
Nikolai Iiizaryev, an uncle of
one of the rescued men, said (he
long wait was a grueling ordeal.
"We could nor live — we just
existed," he said.
The success of the rescue operation boosted spirits in (his hardscrabble coal-mining region, but
a gas explosion (hat killed five in a
mine on the other side of the
country was a grim reminder of
the dangers facing workers in
Russia's deteriorating mines.
Sixty-six other miners wen' rescued after dial blast, in the town
of Partizansk, said Viktor Beltsov,
a spokesman for the ljiiergency
Situations Ministry. After learning
of the rescue and the Far East
blast, President Vladimir Putin
told a Kremlin meeting thai to his
regret, mine accidenls in Russia
"were taking on a systematic
character."
Working in poor conditions,
often going unpaid for months,
Russia's miners have learned to
be forbearing and the seven days
of being trapped in the
Zapadnaya mine lested the 11
men harshly.
"We had one or two mouihfuls
of water from the shaft, but it was
undrinkable. il was very bad,"
miner Vladimir Mikhailov said in
die hospital where the men wen'
taken. "By the time we came out,
we had only one lamp out of the
original 12, so we switched il on
and off, on and off.... In the lasl
hours we were fumbling in darkness.''
The miners had climbed an
incline that kepi them out of the
frigid water, but they feared their
refuge wouldn't last.
In the last hours before rescuers reached them, "we felt that

the water level was rising and
there was little oxygen and people
were not feeling well," said miner
Vasily Karlov,
Avdeyev, who is the mine director, alternated between trying to
buck up the other miners and
being wracked by his own fear.
"We had nothing to eat, (so) I
delivered a speech saying that a
20-day fasting has not ever hurt
anyone and that it is good for the
health," he said.
But, he acknowledged, "we
understood that obviously we
would die,"
The deputy chief doctor at the
hospital, Yuri Grishchenko, said
all 11 rescued men were suffering
from exposure and stress.
"The guys looked fine for people who have been trapped in a
mine for six days. They came out
themselves," said Alexander
Smetalin, one of the rescuers.
They were found in the northern
part of the mine. They were lying
there all together."
Emergency workers had blasted and drilled through solid rock
from an adjacent mine to reach
the miners. In the meantime,
hundreds of ions of rock, soil and
reinforced concrete pillars had
been dumped into the shaft to
stanch the flood.
According to the ITAR-Tass
news agency, it was the second
such accident at the mine this
year. Water flooded the mine in
Eebmary, it said, but no one was
inside.
Accidents are common in the
Russian coal industry, and miners
stage frequent protests over wage
delays and declining safety standards. According to the
Independent Coal Miners'
Union, 68 miners were killed on
the job last year and 98 in 2001.
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AVAILABLE NOW!

BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative
(419) 373-1889,
Cell (419) 575-0060

EFFICIENCIES
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms
Furnished
and
Unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available
JOHN NKWI.OVE K I \ I ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Woosler Slrcet. Howling timn, OH
Located Across From 'loco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) J54-2260.
Hours - Mondav lo Friday 8:30 lo 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 lo 5:00.
www.johnncwlovereale.slatc.com

Thurs. Oct. 30th

Ladies Night
Fri, Oct. 3ith

"Don't IJC afraid to
Soul FMcross the street" Costume Party
Every Monday thru
Wednesday
Captain $2.25
Mac* Velvet $2.00
S&yy $2.50

Cash MM
Best Male/Female
Bacardi Reps
Best Orerall

Sat. Nov. i
Twilight Babies

2003-2004
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Check out the valuable
coupons inside!
THE INFORMATION DESK
Bowen-Thompson

Student Union

Off-Campus Students Pick Yours Up Today!
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Pattern wins national
award for defense

October 30,
2003

After this week's threeinterception performance
against Northern Illinois.
Falcon comerback lanssen
Patton has been named the
Bronko Nagurski National
Defensive Player of the Week.
With his three interceptions,
Patton now has 18 in his
career, which is the thirdhighest total in Mid-American
Conference history.
The I
lull team's next
game is Tuesday, when they
travel to Oxford to take on
Miami..

Force signs former
BG soccer player
The Cleveland force has
signed former Bowling Green
men's soccer player Fred
UeGrand to a two-year contract.
Terms of the deal were not
disclosed.
DeGrand is expected to
debut with the Major Indoor
Soccer League team this season. He was originally selected
by the franchise in the 2000
National Professional Soccer
League Amateur Draft.

Cavs fans excited
about new season
CLEVELAND (AP) — For the
first time in years, opening
night is an event again for the
Cavaliers.
LeBron lames has given
fans a reason to celebrate —
even if they have to stay up
until the early morning hours
to do it.
The 18-year-old rookie
begins his NBA career in a
10:30 p.m. game last night
against the Sacramento Kings.
Fans like Nick Thompson
can't remember looking forward so much to a Cavaliers'
opener.
"I'm a Cleveland sports fan,
but the last few years have
been tough," the 24-year-old
Clevelander said. "The Indians
fell off. The Browns so far have
been disappointing."
Thompson is among those
who expect lames to revive
the lowly Cavaliers. lames has
already generated national
attention for a franchise that
used to be ignored in its own
city.
Last year's opener received
all the attention of a high
school junior varsity game.
But this year, Champps
restaurant in suburban Valley
View was decked out in the
Cavaliers' wine and gold colors yesterday in preparation
for a tip-off party.
Champps has been a good
luck spot for Cavaliers' fans so
far. It was the site of a lottery
draft party in May when the
Cavaliers won the right to
draft lames with the No. 1
pick.
Manager Sherry Nelson said
the restaurant booked a band
and has other activities to
keep people around for the
late game.
Cavaliers fans have waited a
long time for something to
cheer about. They shouldn't
have trouble staying up late.
"The West Coast start time
is a killer, but I'll do it,"
Thompson said.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING 6REEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Cross Country chases goals
ByEMtSchrener
SPORTS REPORTER

The Bowling Green cross
country team's season is coming
to a close this weekend as they
will travel to Akron to take part
in
the
Mid-American
Conference championships.
The team has an their goals high
and look to make their mark this
season.
"The MAC is our most important meet of the year." head
coach Cami Wells said, noting
the urgency her team feels to
perform to the top of their
potential.
Both teams have been living
the easy life since their last meet,
as their training regiment has
been cut dramatically in the
past weeks.
"We are now in the process of
tapering and getting mentally
prepared for the race," Wells
said. "This was the first week
that the athletes have had all
season without any morning
practices."
And while their training is the
same, both teams are coming

into the race with different goals.
The women's team, which has
been near the top of every meet
feels that they can win. The
men's team, on the other hand,
has struggled up to this point in
the season and is looking for top
notch efforts out of all of their
runners.
The women will be lead Into
tattle by Amber Gulp, their team
captain in every sense of the
word. Gulp has finished first on
her team in all seven of their
meets thus far.
She will be closely followed by
teammates Andrea Pollack and
Bridget Dalic, both of whom
have finished in the lop five for
the Falcons in each of their races
this year.
U'ighann Kramer, Melissa
Krueger. Caroline Kipchaba,
Emily lackson, l.eslie Garden,
and Kim Settle will round out
the nine runner women's team.
Wells is excited about this
weekend and sees the wide
open field as an advantage for
her team.
"It will just come down to who

gets tilings done on Saturday.''
Wells said. "If we have everyone
racing up to their capability, we
can race with anyone."
The men's team will be lead by
two runners. Edwin Gheniiyot
and Edgar Ramirez have each
led the men's team three times a
piece in their first season as
Falcons. The one race neither of
them were able to take the lead
for their team, it was Patrick
Maynard who rose to the occasion.
That trio will be joined by
Vivien Brian!, Steve Varietta. Kris
LachowsU, leff Wright, and lake
Smith.
Wells sees the men's side of
the meet as a tough case to
crack.
"Eastern Michigan, Central
Michigan, and Miami are all
nationally ranked teams." She
said. "We are focusing on
improving on our finish last season and racing to our potential."
Both teams will have a chance
to test their potential this
Saturday in Akron.

en Swanger BG H*w>

RUNNING TO GLORY: Two members of the cross country team run
during a match last month.

Rugby
gets back
on course
By Was Holsmger
GUEST REPORTER

The BGSU rugby team got
tack on the winning track by
sweeping four matches from
previously unbeaten Michigan
State over the weekend as well as
a solo match against Toledo.
The Falcons edged the
Spartans 17-12,19-0, 7-0 and 5 0 while beating Toledo 20 - 15.
The victories gave BG their
eighth
straight
Michigan
Collegiate Conference championship.
Nonetheless, the rain and a
sloppy field played havoc with all
three clubs' offenses and conspired to hold the scoring down.
"The field conditions took us
out of our normal basketball on
grass style of play and made us
play a ball control game." said
coach Roger Mazzarella. "It's
good to know that we can dominate the field in spite of the
weather."
The matches also featured a
backfield that was completely

alien to fans that had followed
BG's ruggers over the past few
years.
"We shuffled some people
into different positions to try and
maximize everyone's abilities,"
Mazzarella said.
Most notable of those changes
was the move that put Vince
Staropoli in the centers and out
of the scrum half spot that he
had owned since the second
match of his freshman year.
"Vinnie is so versatile as an
athlete and rugby player dial he
would shine at any position on
the field," Mazzarella said.
Of the seven backfield positions, only wing Alessio
DiFranco and fly half Ion
Woodman are in their original
positions.
"This goes against everything I
believe as a coach," Mazzarella
said. "But it was something we
had to try to increase our point
production."
Thanks to the weather, the
changes didn't show much on

Photo Provided

SWEET SWEEP: Fullback Chad Cunnigan sweeps the end for the game-winning try against State.
BG swept matches against Michigan State and Toledo this weekend
the scoreboard, but they certainly had an effect on concentrating
the power of BG's offense. Taking
the kickoff from the State, the
Falcons set up camp on the
doorstep of the Spartans goal
line for the first 23minutes, or
over one full quarter of the game.
"That was probably one of the
greatest sustained offensive drives I've ever seen," said MSU
coach Dave Poqucttc. "I mean
we threw an equally great
defense at BG, but they just kepi
hammering away until they got

the first try."
Moving over from wing to lullback for the first time since his
freshman year. Chad Cunnigan
put up the first of BG's three tries
with a little juke move that left a
Spartan defender down in the
mud. Wing Matt lohnston's conversion was followed by another
short yardage try by prop Hobby
Brandenstein to give BGa shortlived 12-0 lead. The Spartans
battled tack to tie the score at 12,
only to watch Cunnigan take off
on a 75-yard jaunt that broke

State's tack and make the final
17-12.
While B( 1 seemed to solve the
problem of die slick field and
greasy ball, the Spartans twelve
points in the first match marked
the end of any offensive coherence on their part.
In the second match wing
leron Foust picked up two tries
and center Anthony U'an/ci
punched in another. Scnim half
Derek lines landed two convcrRUGBV, PAGE 8

Browns' RB Green arrested
By Tom Witters
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ARRESTED: Green pleaded not guilty to the charges yesterday.

WESTLAKE, Ohio—Cleveland
Browns running back William
Green pleaded innocent yesterday to charges of driving under
the influence of alcohol and marijuana possession.
According to a police report,
Green was arrested at 6:12 p.m.
Monday after he railed a breath
test He had a blood alcohol content of .165 — more than twice
Ohio's legal limit of .08.
An officer found a bag of marijuana weighing 3.2 grams in
Green's sport utility vehicle.
On Monday, police received a
cell phone call from a motorist

reporting a possible drunken driver.
"He must be horribly intoxicated," the female caller told police
as she described Green driving
on and off the road in a tape
played on local TV
An officer pulled Green over
after observing his car weaving
and being driven on a flat front

tire.
If convicted on the DU1 charge.
Green could receive probation or
up to a $1,000 fine and six
months in jail. His license also
could be suspended from six
months to three years.
The marijuana charge is a misdemeanor and carries a $100

fine.
Green also pleaded innocent
before Rocky River Municipal
ludge Maureen Cravens to a
charge that he drove outside his
lane.
Green and his attorney. Brian
Downey, did not comment after
the arraignment.
After
stopping
Green,
Patrolman Casey Carry gave field
sobriety tests to the 23-year-old.
Green didn't follow instructions
for the tests and was given a
breath test.
Green was released on bond
Monday night.
"Our team policy dictates that
we handle all incidents involving

our players within the organization on an individual basis,"
Browns president Carmen Policy
said in a statement. "William is
represented by counsel, and we
have been assured that we will be
kept advised throughout these
proceedings. We will work in conjunction with the National
Football League to monitor this
matter closely."
The Browns have a bye diis
Sunday. Following practice yesterday, Cleveland's players were
given the next four days off and
do not have to report tack until
Monday.
SREEN,PAGE 8
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Green
leads
team in
rushing
this year
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Cleveland next plays on
Nov. 9 at Kansas City, and it
was unclear if Green will be
available.
In 2001, Browns coach
Butch Davis suspended
defensive tackle Gerard
Warren, fullback Mike Sellers
and cornerback Lamai
Chapman forone game without pay following their arrests
in separate incidents on the
same day.
Warren was arrested in
Pittsburgh for having a concealed weapon in his car
while Sellers and Chapman
were arrested in Cleveland on
felony drug charges. Sellers
was later released by the
Browns.
NFI. spokesman Greg
Aiello would not comment
specifically on Green's arrest.
Under the league's substance abuse policy, any player who breaks the law for
alcohol or drug-related
offenses is subject to fines
and suspensions, Aiello said.
Green missed Cleveland's
game last Sunday in New
lingland with a separated
right shoulder. It was a homecoming of sorts for Green,
who starred at Boston
College before turning pro
after his junior season.
While at BC, Green was
twice suspended from the
team for marijuana use.
The 6-foot-1. 215-pound
Green was selected in the first
round (No. 16 overall) in the
2002 draft.
Following a slow start as a
rookie. Green rushed for 887
yards — 726 in his final seven
games — as the Browns won
seven of their final 10 games
to earn a playoff spoL
Green leads Cleveland this
season with 559 rushing
yards on 142 carries.
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Did you know...
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Many runners favor testing
By Bob Baum
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Not every track and field athlete is running scared from what
could become the biggest steroid
scandal in the sport's tarnished
history.
Many elite competitors are
cheering the aggressive retesting
of samples from this summer's
U.S. and world championships
for the steroid 11IG and a proposed lifetime ban of those who
test positive in the future.
"I've had people ask me, 'Do
you think it's going to ruin your
sport?"' two-time worid champion shot putter lohn Godina said
in an interview with The
Associated Press this week. "But
this is just better and better and
better. livery time somebody gets
caught it improves your sport."
As sprinter Ion Drummond
put it. "It's a great day for track
and field."
The athletes interviewed by the
AP praised the unidentified
coach who gave the U.S. AntiDoping Agency a syringe containing THG, which previously
had gone undetected.
"I think he's a hero," said Stacy
Dragila, the 2000 Olympic gold

medalist and former world
record holder in the women's
pole vault. "I think a lot of people
have been wanting to be able to
be that person. For someone to
take that step and go to that next
level has really opened the
doors."
Four U.S. track and field athletes have tested positive for
tetrahydrogestrinone, or THG,
and Furope's top sprinter has
admitted taking it in nutritional
supplements he says he thought
were allowed.
Those using performanceenhancing drugs have always
seemed to be a step ahead of
those doing the testing.
Acquisition of the THG sample,
for the moment at least, closed
that gap.
"This is something that's been
going on for a long time and it's
just that someone apparently got
fed up." said sprinter and hurdler
Gail I levers, one of the most decorated athletes in U.S. history.
Devers, who turns 37 next
month, said the steroid scandal
was the biggest factor in her decision to return for another year of
competition in 2004. She wants
to continue to serve as an exam-

ple.
"Everyone in track and field is
not doing wrong," she said.
"Everyone in track and field is not
making bad choices. I have
respect for myself. I don't care
what environment you came
from. There's no excuses."
Though most track athletes
don't use banned substances,
nearly all in the sport at some
point come under suspicion,
especially anyone who wins.
"I think people look at me and
say how did she get so good so
fast." Dragila said. "I have heard
that people talk about me behind
my back."
There is obvious frustration
among the athletes about the
perception that you have to cheat
to win in track and field, where
there is testing at meets and random out-of-competition tests.
"People say our sport is the
dirtiest sport of all. but I beg to
differ," Drummond said. "I don't
think we are the dirtiest sport
because of the amount of testing
we do, the number of athletes
tested per capita. I think we're die
most policed sport, and we're the
most publicized spun when it
comes to drugs."

Godina and Drummond noted
that other sports, baseball in particular, do not test as aggressively
as track does.
"They get headlines for home
runs. We get headlines for busted
athletes," Drummond said.
USA Track & Field, die sport's
national governing body, has proposed tougher dnig rules that
could include a lifetime ban for a
first steroid offense. Such a ban is
popular among track athletes
who say they have nothing to
worry about because they won't
test positive.
Godina would take the punishment even further.
"Once a cheater, always a
cheater," he said. "I like the idea of
a lifetime ban and erasing anything they did from the record
books."
U.S. athletes testing positive for
THG this summer face a two-year
suspension, which would keep
them out of next summer's
Olympics.
"I want the athletes who willingly, knowingly and intentionally took illegal substances with the
intention of improving their performance to be banned and eliminated.'' said Maria Runvan, who

Lewis wants team to focus
By loe Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI—
Chad
lohnson has been warned to
watch the choreography.
The trash-talking receiver
who loves entertain the crowd
after a touchdown put the
Cincinnati Bengals' biggest
comeback of the season at risk
with his latest move.
Coach Marvin Lewis castigated him on the sideline Sunday
after his throat-slash gesture
after a touchdown drew a 15yard penalty..
The Bengals overcame it.
holding on for a 27-24 victory
over Seattle.
lohnson said yesterday that
he hadn't been fined by the NFL,
an indication that the league
accepted his explanation that it
was an innocent mistake.
"They would have done it
already," said lohnson, who has
a lot of firsthand knowledge of
the league's methods for fines.
"I'm sure they understand what I
meant."
His head coach is less understanding.
Lewis jogged over to lohnson
as he returned from the end.
zone after Sunday's display, and
berated him at length on the
sideline. The first-year head
coach made it sink in that every
action — even one done in fun
— has consequences.
"That's the significance of
what you do," Lewis said. "We

has won the last three U.S. 5,000meter championships despite
being legally blind.
"I don't care if they're a gold
medal favorite. It doesn't matter. I
would rather take a team clean to
Athens and walk away with some
medals, or no medals"
Britain's Paula Raddiffe, considered the world's best long-distance female runner, has been
one of the sport's most vocal antidoping advocates. She has urged
others to come forward with
information.
"The scandal over 1HG may be
the best thing that could have
happened to athletics,'' Raddiffe
said in a column in die Daily
Telegraph of London. "The
cheats are being uncovered and
they now have nowhere to hide.
Those who thought they were
untouchable and could get away
with it are running scared."
Lost in the controversy, Devers
said, is the impact steroid use has
on young people, especially
aspiring athletes who feel they
must cheat to get an edge in the
intense competition.
"I want those kids to know
there are people out there living
right." she said.

u ers
*thrive
?§ in
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IN DEEP TROUBLE: Bengals' head coach Marvin Lewis yells at receiver Chad Johnson after the
receiver made a throat cutting gesture after catching a touchdown pass Sunday. Johnson was
penalized on the play, but Cincinnati still won the game over Seattle, 27-24.
are beginning to learn that this is
He started getting attention going to get better. There are
a team game. It's not the Chad with his catches and his win three things in life that are cerlohnson show, it's a team game. guarantees last season, when tain: death, taxes and not being
I le understands and is remorse- the Bengals finished 2-14. Most able to cover me."
ful."
of his trash talking is playful
He's been fined $20,000 this
Remorseful, perhaps, but not rather than malicious — he even season for violating the league's
ready to become a wallflower.
makes fun of himself.
uniform regulations — shirt not
lohnson is enjoying his emerLast week, lohnson suggested tucked in and so forth. He got
gence as one of the league's top there's no pressure on him now another $5,000 fine for pretendyoung receivers. His 53-yard that he's become the leader of ing to take a photograph in the
touchdown catch Sunday left the Bengals' receiving corps.
end zone with Peter Warrick to
him with 643 yards and an 18.4"That's just me," he said. "I celebrate a touchdown in
yard average per catch in seven worked my way from the bot- Cleveland.
games.
tom up. Every week, it's only

sions as BG recorded the first of
three shutouts in the 19-0 victory.
Wing Jeremy Welsh got the
lone iry and lines converted to
give BG a 7-0 victory in the third
match. Hanker leremy Barber's
try in the fourth match, a 5-0 victory, completed the BG sweep
over Michigan State.
Against Toledo, center Will
Norman, scrum halves Brian
Knaupe and Gordon Simon, and
lock Tom lorbrizzio all scored
unconverted tries in a 20-15 victory.
This Saturday the Falcons,
now 28-5, will host Wisconsin
Stevens Point in the third round
of the Midwest Collegiate championships. It will be the first ever
match between the number two
seeded Falcons and number
seven seeded Stevens Point.
Game time is 1 p.m. at the
College Park rugby field. The
match winner will advance to the
Midwest
semi-finals
in
Columbus next weekend.

www.bgnews.com

All 35 graduates inthe first BGSU graduating class (1915), had the same major,
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Get your first cJooice for great flying «t a Ofeat price.
"All Day, Everyday"
"
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- Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
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11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
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• Heinz Apartments Ltd.
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
•
Campbell Hill Apartments
CD CM
• Bentwood Subdivision
UJCO • Plus Many Other Locations

Rent went up
Roommate moved out
Tuition just increased

Now What???

o

rro
UJ
DC

Stop by tor cornptete
Tol\?QCH fisting

445 E. Woottcr
Bowling Green. OH
43402

Hours: Mon-Fri - 9 am- 5 pm
Sal 9 am -1 pm

We can help... up to $23,000
Tuition Assistance
plus a paycheck!!
On campus in Student Employment
October 30th
November 3rd

9 am - 2 pm
1 pm - 5 pm

Career Center
300 Saddlemire

GREEK BRIAR, INC.
For more info contact: Steve Eich at detlsjeei'ups.coin
or Jami Rosier at jamilee(<obgnet.bqsu.edu
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"Getting stronger is the main point of the offseason for me... most
of the stuff we'll be working on is to be more game-ready than in
the past."
GABBY C0ELL0, WOMEN'S TENNIS

Classified Ads
372-6977
Thr RON*** -illik
Utrmenu

Tennis ends fall,
looks to spring
By Brian Thomas
KEPomn

SPORTS

After dismantling each of their
last two opponents, the women's
tennis team has finished their fall
portion of the season on a positive note. Yet despite being 2-0 in
dual-match play, players have
had a hard time winning consistently in the difficult tournaments the team has participated
in.
As competition doesn't resume
until lanuary. the Falcons are
faced with over two months of
offseason time and plan on utilizing it to polish and perfect their
individual and team game.
"Winning the last two matches
has been big... it was a good and
positive way to end the season,
and it is definitely good for our
confidence." Head Coach Penny

Dean said. "The opponents we
face in January will be tougher,
but we have a lot of time to
improve.
"We'll be lifting and conditioning three times a week so that we
can build stamina and strengthen muscles, which in this game is
very important."
Gaby Coello sees the upcoming weeks as a chance to hone
specific skills.
"Getting stronger is the main
point of the offseason for me,"
Coello said. "I'll work on volleys
also, but most of the stuff we'll be
working on is to be more matchready than we have in the past
Teammates also find that the
off-season allows for team unity
to be built.
"Players will get to know each
other a little better, and we will

Bull Creek Paintball Park
*&

A Division of RSB Games - An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park ■ Ten Playing Fields & Speedball
Private Group Outings i Parties • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales & Repairs
Laigest Paintball Selection in Ihe area
Sh°& MBt9f§Myourjjaintbalj needs!_

All da/BasTc Admission" $2.99
lor open play Sunday only

exp 11/9/03
Bull Crwk PalnlOall Park - Poflaje 419-266-4799 • BIB Gamea - Bowllnj Gr««n 41*4534176
RIB Gams-Flndlay 419-4274176 ■ BSBGamts- Foslona 119-435-4225
NOW OPEN Bull Creek Indoor Paintball. 16021 Mermill Rd. Rudolph. 419-266-4799
www rbgames.com
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Travel

Personals

_Book 11 people, gel
12th trip Iree Group discounts lor
6« 800-838-8202 or

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil Kate.
I think you're so great
I just can't wait
tor you to be a part ot my tarn
I'm so glad you're an Alpha Gam!
Love. Big ?
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Spring Break 2004 w STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or www stslravel com

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations' Hottest
Destinalions-Best Prices Book
Now! Campus Reps Wanted 1-800234-7007. endlesssummertours.com

have time to learn how to work
together." lessica Johnson said.
"We'll work on concentrating and
being consistent, and spending
time together practicing will get
us playing better."
An improvement in play might
be necessary, as the strength of
the Neons schedule has yet to
be encountered.
"The fall pan of our season is
kind of like a preview. We play a
ton of matches and then see
where we're at and what we need
to work on," Dean said. "But the
teams we've faced lately were a
bit easier. We had a lot of good
games against tough teams in the
tournaments, but we hope to be
pulling out victories against
teams who play at the level of
Western Michigan and liall
Slate."
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CANCUN, ACAPULCO.
NASSAU. JAMAICA!
7 Nighls Irom $459 . lax!
Includes Breaklasls. Dinners,
20-50 Hours Free Drinks!
Guaranteed Lowest Prices & Best
Party Schedule. The Only Spring
Break Company Recognized For
Outstanding Ethics! Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web View 100s Ot Hotel Videos
And Reviews at
www.SpringBreahTravel.cam
1-800-678-6386
Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices, Free Meals &
Parties Book before Oct 15th1
2 Free Trips For Groups!
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break'04 with StudentCity
COITI and Maxim Magazine! Get
hooked up with Free Tnps Cash
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep!
Choose Irom 15 ol Ihe hottest destinations. Book early lor FREE
MEALS. FREE DRINKS and 150%
Price Guarantee! To reserve
ir view uur Photo Gallery.
AV.studentcily com or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK!

HYDROPONICS is the answer
to your winter
gardening blues!
Kind .1 wide selection of product?, ami SGIViCGS at tin* new
Carefree Garden Center for eas) gardening year round, on
your deck, patio, living nxmi. basement, garage or greenmuse -with a minimum of space I Ise die latest tecliimlugi
li i gn n *ifer. better quality hydmtxmic ami organically gn wn
produce Cher5.0t)0sq. fcetnfinwuloryamvennnitly lixcateduitliin
one mile of the 1-76 & 1-71 interchange |u9 00 State Route V

SPRING BREAK 2004' Beach Lile
Vacations' Jamaica. Cancun,
Acapulco. Bahamas. Florida.
Sell Trips. Earn Cash, Travel Free1
Call 1-800-733-6347
www beachlilevacations com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
airline tickets to over 15 InlWIMtlaniLOesllnatlons-including Aruba. Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more
Why go with anyone else. Limited
otter - call now Commission rep positions also available 1 -800-7873787 www studentexpress com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www Sunchase.com
or call 1 -800-SUNCHASE today'

Services Offered
Pregnant9 Know all the (acts.
Confidential. Iree testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
"Students ol ALL MAJORS" Are you
seeking a career, internship, or volunteer experience in government or
non-prolit administration9 Don't miss
Ihe GOVERNMENT. NON-PROFIT.
S VOLUNTEER FAIR Wed Nov 5
5 30-8:00pm Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Ballroom Remember
bring several copies ol your resume!

v *-\.'

nmraraisniasai

Lit Meghan.
I'm your big. you're my little, don't
you wish you could solve this riddle9
Love. Big
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil' Lauren.
I love you. you love me come and
loin my family"
Love, Btg
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Little Crystal.
I can't wait until you can be a pan ol
your new family Get excited for
big/ lil tonight"
Big ?
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil' Kaitlyn.
Get excited for tomorrow night
because you will finally find out who
I really am
Love. Big """>
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lit Victoria.
I <3 U and can't wait for you to be a
part of our family.
Love. Big ">
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lit Miss Foster.
Tomorrow night you will find out who
I am and i can finally welcome you
into my Alpha Gam Fam!
Love, Big ">
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Need a place to

We are now leasing for Sprinoj QPOH I

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

Carefree Garden Center
CropKing Inc.- 5050 Greenwich Rd • Seville, Oil 44273
(800)555-2031* (330) 769-2002

www.carefreegarden.com

445 E. Wooster Bowling Green, OH 43402
Hours: Monday-Friday 9 am- 5 pm Saturday 9 am - 1 pm I

OPEN: Mon-rri: 10am-6 cm • Saturday: 10am-2 Dm

Tuesday, November 4

ROAD
TRIP
BGSU VS. MIAMI
$10 INCLUDES TRANSPORTATION & GAME TICKET
* Student responsible for food

S3 SEATS AVAILABLE
for Students w/ Valid ID

TODAY AT NOON!

in the Union Lobby, outside the
Bookstore
Coordinated by UAO

Depart BGSU @ 3:30pm
Game Time @ 7:30pm
Return to BGSU approx.
1:00am

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Personals

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

fUJ^^i

brought to you by

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil Megan.
I can't wail to tell the world that you
are mine!
Love Big 9
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

S550.00 WEEKLY SALARYMaihng our Sales Brochures Irom
Home. No Exp. Necessary. FT/PT
Genuine Opportunity. Supplies provided inclu customer mailing labels.
Call 1-708 808-5182 (24 hrs).

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil' AndreaI am very thrilled to have you become a part of my family tomorrow
night. I hope you're ready1!
Love ya! Big ?
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

APPLY NOW START NOW
£12_25_Base/appt.
Flex, schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust Sales/Service
No exp. necessary - we Irain
All ages 18+. Conditions Exist
Call Now! 419-861-6133
worMorstudents.comup

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-52.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event
Our tree programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are tilling
quickly, so get with the program'
It works
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238
or visit
www.camDuslundraiser.com
Learn a skill lor lite Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
Learn about opportunities to make a
difference in the world at the
GOVERNMENT, NON-PROFIT.
AND VOLUNTEER FAIR.
November 5. 530 - 8:00p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Ballroom Full-time positions internships • volunteer opportunities

Wanted

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541

" Now leasing fully furn. efficiencies
Efficiencies avail now & second sem
S465 for 1 person, monthly leases,
includes all ulil. cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn S Studios 352-1520
1740 E. Wooster
■

"• 1 bdrm. apt. S450/mo. incls util
Single room . S225/mo.. 2 blocks.
Irom campus, quiet residential area
Second sem . 2! bdrm apts. available
$450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
2 bdrm. apt avail, now through Aug
Close to campus! S535/mo. + elec.
Heat & cable meld Call 352-2660
2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. 1/2 block from
campus. Available May 2004 1 year
lease. Call 419-686-4700.

Gel Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15-S125 & more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com
Movie extras Models needed
lor local casting calls.
No experience or age required.
Earn up to S200/ day.
1-888-820-0167.
Movie Extras/ Models needed.
No exp. required, all looks & ages
Earn up lo S100-500'day.
1-888-820-0167 em. U112

Furnished. 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave Jan to Aug S326 mo. &
util 440-796-2259. ask lor Kara.
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm apts Rents from
S320/ mo Call Charing Cross Apts
lor your lour (419) 352-0590

Need: someone lo drive my child
Irom her preschool lo her afternoon
child care, bolh in BG Please call
372-2899 or email sworleyObgnol
bgsu.edu
UPS on-campus
Recruiting Thursday 9am - 2pm
In Sludenl Employment
300 Saddlemire

Quiet Grand Rapids 2 bedroom
apartments. $400/ mo. t utilities
Also large 3 & 4 bedroom, apartments al S750/ mo 419-467-9994
Renting lor next school year
3 bdrm duplex 419-265-1061 (cell)
419-352-4773 (home).

VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents. Earn S1 000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Exl 237

Sub-leaser for house w/ 3 BGSU
students Own room S250/ mo.
Shared utilities 226 Lehman.
(440) 3960509 or (419) 304-0921

For Sale
2 subleasers (or Spring semester
Move in Dec Close to campus, own
room, washer/ dryer 419-378-1141
Female sub-leaser needed for Spring
semester. Own room, in 2 bdrm.
townhouse. Call 513-258-5990.
Looking for subleasers for 2 bedroom, apartment lor 2nd Semester
S400/mo. 419-788-1562.
Male or Female subleaser
$625/ quarter & live with 2 females
Call 419-214-5249
Roommate or subleasers ASAP for
house 1 mile Irom campus. Own
room. Lots ol extras 419-352-7158

Subleaser wanted. Mid Dec
S425'mo * elec 1 bdrm
Call 353-2939

1

S500 Cars/lrucks from S500. Police
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 exl 4558

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

1984 Honda CR-X. red. only
100.000 ml, runs great, new tires &
exhausl $350 OBO 419-366-2008

Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting at S390.00 per month

1992 Honda Accord LX Some mechanical problems A little TLC will
make good, reliable car Asking
S900 OBO 419-310-1969.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC , RENTAL OFFICE

3 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only S7200 For listings call 800-719-3001 exl H 584

(419)354-2260
Located at 319 E Wooster St.
across from Taco Bell

Chain linked fence dog kennel.
Easy installation $150 or best offer.
419-352-7158
Keyboard tor sale Brand new (still
in box) Rowland XV-88 128 voice
expandable synthesizer Paid S2600
asking $2000 or make an offer. Call
Sarah at 2-7355 or sarpete@bgnet

SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
& drinks' Our students seen on
CBS 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerslravel.com
800-985-6789

" Next sch yr. 04-05 Listings Avail
Houses on Wooster St., also apts.
Pick up 24/7 at 316 E Merry »3 or
will mail Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

FROM ONLY
$465!

30GCOB

Call 353-5800

We will be hiring
hostesses 6 servers

H GYPSY LANE
iHomaOtpol

Watch for us at

1 bdrm #2
410/mo ♦ Elec
Across Irom Campus
OPEN NOW

Highland

/ftfEfcCA

130 E. Washington St. BG

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe
2 Bdrm #66
1 Bdrm #37
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop
OPEN NOW

t

419-353-7715 (£r
Management

NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM

We only have
1 unit
remaining-

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

HURRY
IN!

V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

Our properties:
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
The Homestead

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website

Check back with
us as you start
apartment hunting
for 2004-20051

www mecca ba.com
for complete listing
for next year.

www.bghighlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

Management Inc.

32
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
26
27
29
33
34
36
37
38
40
41

42
43
44
46
49
50
51
55
58

Limits
Social affairs
Be ol one mind
Norway capital
"
la Douce"
Figure of speech
Welfare
Where Garbo and
Batrymore checked in
More indolent
Boils
Word to the wise
Be the right size
Fair game
Weather-map line
Gloomy
Two quartets
Athos. to Aramis
Oriental sash
Ineffective
Harbor vessel
Countenance

61
62
63
64
65
66
67

V

Song of praise
Pianist John
Santa's ride
W
Maugham
Gun lobby
Early round, briefly
Picketer's sign
Sure-handed
Where Crosby and Aslaire
checked in
Caesar's question to Brutus
Make joyful
Complexion damage
Fulfill
Tapered off
Doe or stag
"Desire Under the

39
43
45
47
48
51
52
53
54
56
57
59
60

World's largest desert
Roman galley
Stir up
Nastier
Yore
I'm glad that's over
"Damn Yankeescharacter
Greenspan of the Fed
Pair
List unit
Sounds of mild
reproof
Stolen diamonds
Wind dir

A N S WE R S

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

( \l I rHF. WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP ^■■■■»**
fri.'^a ai'lji-o <,',[^.i» €^l,i» m >J^ m < :>;!-»:♦ ^T
LJ
1-800-KAP-TEST • WWW.KAPLAN.COM
t's

Almost

the

Halloween

IE

Weekend!

Trinity United
Methodist Church

New King 5uffet

10% off

Worship Times
9:l5-TroditlOnal
Service

for RGSCI Students
Cw/ Student ID)

I0:30-Sunday School

FREE DELIVERY

II :M>-Ctmhmi*>nir\
Service

^minimum $7-00^

2I»I N..nh Siimiliil Sired

Hin In* OnoiOkki 43402-1521
l1vm>-4ll.i«J«i<i
l.i, 4I9-3S3-SI9I
Lnuil (nnn>fti*cnclorg
I'raisiilR anil I'rtKlaiminR Chri\l
ur the Mean uj Hitwling Gram

lOcO North Main St.
Bowling Green, Ol I

85 Years Young!
KLEVERS JEWELRY
Serving the University since 1918

* Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
* Engraving

* Watches

* Plaques & Awards

*Pendanh.

JSl, l&L
^■■■aawaaaaaaaaaWHBBF^

* Special Orders Welcomed
• l,..r-rs J#w*.rt
'"***"

= VARSITY
= SQUARE
APARTMENTS

716 E Wooster

2 Bdrm Apls./one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal - 11B Baths Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Running a Special
BGSU Bus stop
FEW OPEN NOW

■■

"
'

■

FREE HEAT

next to Quality Inn

1082 Fairview

N

.

Management Inc.

Hillsdale Apt

Ito
■

1 Monk's hood
2 Out of pod
3 Where Matthau
checked in
4 More firm
5 River of Baghdad
6 Do it wrong
7 Doc's org.
8 Without
9 Disbelievers
10 Cave
11 IRA designation
12 Fencer's foil
13 Morays
19 Stands up to
21 Gabor of Green
Acres*
24 Aussie cry
25 Embrace
27 Fanzine subjects
28 International prize
30 Where Leigh checked
in
31 Entertain
32 Just
35 Quartel member
38 Switched to lirsl class

I1HIH SOl'U.

jnmmn

1628 E. WOOSTER

Management Inc.

Y,

+|0-^S4-Z2t-J/lf58

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

124 HOUR EATERY I
I IN BOWLING GREEN [

WILL BE RENTING FOR
2004-2005 STARTING
NOVEMBER 1st.
STOP BY FOR LISTING

'■■

Open from llam-IOpm
7 days a week

COLOT

Management Inc.

'■

Chinese Restaurant

Holiday Personals

For Rent

■

■B"

'

3 bdrm. house near campus.
S750 * util Newly remodeled w/
garage & basement Call 352-2127
4 girls seeking house male
Renl is S230/ mo.
Call 419-699-1700

1

I

■

"■

\i^^^^^J^r

\pplv in person
Mon! - Fri. 2-1 .
401 VS. IW.-I Road

Mauiiux* OH 43537
(Juit ■ raw minutaa from BG!
Take I-47SW lo DuaMMurrf rifM.)

H*l*tf*

I
1

X
WW...-

Open Monday-Satiirdav • Comer of I'oe & I laskias (Fairview Plaza)

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

WOOL GVIBULLEY,

NORTHWEST OHIO PREMIERE NIGHT CLUB
1851 Tiffin Ave. Findlay Ohio 45840

419-425-1965
www.vvoolcybulleys.com

livery Thursday Night
ladies Night Pan II
8pm til Close

W/l)| Biscuit
S2.00 JAOEB BOMBS
SI.SO BABBOT BAY & BOB
Sl.00 SMIBNOFF TWIST UBINKS

Every
witfi ^rM Crlleuje If everi4 S-trJa^ NiujM!
Srm lil Clrst
18 & Over Every
ry Nigli
Night

/

tK%£n8Sd«E£l

Ml

INSIDE:
la>k force cxarriu
ict-j.ii ill) in )1 pro*.
Volunlfcn oppoituni
Rules foi SIKII^MIK'H
youi cluiplci
and moic...

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Personals

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

.f^J^^i

brought to you by
Lil Megan.
I can't wait to tell the world that you
are mine I
Love. Big ">
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

$550 00 WEEKLY SALARYMailing our Sales Brochures trom
Home. No Exp. Necessary. FT/PT
Genuine Opportunity Supplies provided inclu. customer mailing labels
Call 1-708-808-5182(24 hrs).

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA
Lil' AndreaI am very thrilled lo have you become a part ot my family tomorrow
night. I hope you're ready!!
Love ya1 Big 9
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-52.000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fund raising event.
Our free programs make
fund raising easy with no risks.
Fund raising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program'
It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238
or visit
www camniislundraisilr.com
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
Learn about opportunities to make a
difference in the world at the
GOVERNMENT. NONPROFIT
AND VOLUNTEER FAIR.
November 5. 5 30 - 8 00 p m
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Ballroom Full-time positions internships - volunteer opportunities

APPLY NOW START NOW
S_12,25_Base/appt
Flex schedules around classes
Outstanding resume builder
Cust Sales/Service
No exp necessary - we train
All ages 18+ Conditions Exist
Call Now'419-861-6133
WQrKfQrstudents.com np

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Get Paid For Your Opinions*
Earn $15-3125 & more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com
Movie extras Models needed
(or local casting calls
No experience or age required.
Earn up to $200/ day.
1 888-820-0167.
Movie Extras' Models needed
No exp required, all looks & ages
Earn up to $100-500'day
1-888-820-0167 ext U112
Need: someone to drive my child
from her preschool to her afternoon
child care, bolh in BG Please call
372-2899 or email sworley@bgnet
bgsu.edu
UPS orvcampus
Recruiting Thursday 9am - 2pm
In Student Employment
300 Saddlemire
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agenls Earn $1 000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext. 237

Wanted
For Sale
2 sublease's for Spring semester.
Move in Dec Close to campus, own
room, washer/dryer 419-378-1141
Female subleaser needed for Spring
semester. Own room in 2 bdrm.
townhouse Call 513-258-5990
Looking for subleasers for 2 bedroom apartment for 2nd Semester
$400/ mo. 419-788-1562.
Male or Female subleaser
$625/ quarter & live with 2 females
Call 419-214-5249
Roommate or subleasers ASAP for
house 1 mile from campus. Own
room. Lots of extras 419-352-7158

r

We're

X

1

S500 Cars/trucks from $500 Police
impounds Hondas. Chevysetc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558
1984 Honda CR-X. red. only
100.000 mi, runs great, new tires &
exhaust $350 OBO 419-366-2008
1992 Honda Accord LX Some mechanical problems. A little TLC will
make good, reliable car Asking
$900 OBO 419-310-1969.
3 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only $7200 For listings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
Chain linked fence dog kennel
Easy installation. $150 or best offer.
419-352-7158.
Keyboard for sale Brand new (StW
in box) Rowland XV-88. 128 voice
expandable synthesizer Paid $2600
asking $2000 or make an offer. Call
Sarah at 2-7355 or sarpete@bgnel

For Rent
" Nexl sch. yr. 04-05 Listings Avail
Houses on Wooster St., also apts.
Pick up 24/7 at 316 E. Merry tf3 or
will mail. Call 353-0325 9am • 9pm.

0b&&
FOB "tit B .A"iO".S

%

f*

Management Inc.
WILL BE RENTING FOR
2004-2005 STARTING
NOVEMBER 1st.
STOP BY FOR LISTING

Call 353-5800

GQOODCQQ
gOQCOB
We will be hiring
hostesses 6 servers
Watch for us at
1628 E. WOOSTER
next to Quality Inn

Management Inc.
1 bdrm #2
410/mo ♦ Elec.
Across from Campus
OPEN NOW

Management Inc.

(419)354-6036

Hlllsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview

9 AM - 5PM

2 Bdrm Apts./one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage

We only have

,*fEfcCA
Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe
2 Bdrm #66
1 Bdrm #37
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop
OPEN NOW

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1M5N. MainSt or
check website

www- meccgbq.cpm
for complete listing
for next year.

u

■

MI

Furnished. 1 bedroom in Sterling
Enclave Jan to Aug $326 mo &
util 440-796-2259. ask for Kara
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from
$320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590
Quiet Grand Rapids. 2 bedroom
apartments $400/ mo. + utilities
Also large 3 & 4 bedroom, apartments at $750/mo 419-467-9994
Renting lor next school year
3 bdrm duplex 419-265-1061 (cell)
419-352-4773 (home)
Sub-leaser for house w/ 3 BGSU
students. Own room $250/ mo.
Shared utilities 226 Lehman.
(440) 3960509 or (419) 304-0921
Subleaser wanted Mid Dec.
S425'mo. + elec. 1 bdrm.
Call 353-2939
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately
Tenants pay gas and electric.
Starting al S390.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

*'

41.

''

■■

■

"

1

3 bdrm house near campus.
$750 + util Newly remodeled w/
garage & basement Call 352-2127
4 girls seeking house male.
Rent is S230/ mo.
Call 419-699-1700

^H

LH"

u

1 unit
remaining-

HURRY
IN!
Our properties:
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
The Homestead
Check back with
us as you start
apartment hunting
for 2004-20051
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
hlghland@wcnet.org

■
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ACROSS
1 Limits
5 Social affairs
9 Be of one mind
14 Norway capital
15"
la Douce"
16 Figure of speech
17 Wellare
18 Where Garbo and
Barrymore checked in
20 More indolent
22 Boils
23 Word to the wise
26 Bo the right size
27 Fair game
29 Weather-map line
33 Gloomy
34 Two quartets
36 Athos. to Aramis
37 Oriental sash
38 Ineffective
40 Harbor vessel
41 Countenance

42
43
44
46
49
50
51
55
58

1 Monk's hood
2 Out ol port
3 Where Matthau
checked in
4 More firm
5 River of Baghdad
6 Do it wrong
7 Doc's org.
8 Without
9 Disbelievers
10 Cave
11 IRA designation
12 Fencer's (oil
13 Morays
19 Stands up to
21 Gabor ol "Green
Acres"
24 Aussie cry
25 Embrace
27 Fanzine subjects
28 International prize
30 Where Leigh checked
in
31 Entertain
32 Just
35 Quartet member
38 Switched to lirsl class

Song of praise
Pianist John
Santa's ride
W.
Maugham
Gun lobby
Early round, briefly
Picketer's sign
Sure-handed
Where Crosby and Aslaire
checked in
Caesar's queslion to Brutus
Make ioyful
Complexion damage
Fulfill
Tapered off
Doe or stag
"Desire Under the

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
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WWW.KAPLAN.COM

Halloween

Weekend!

Trinity United
Methodist Church

New King buffet

10% off

Worship Times
9:l5-Tradltional
Sen'ice
IO:30Simday School
II :30-Contemponiry

for BGSU Students
(w/ Student ID)

FREE DELIVERY
iminimuni S7-CX'''

Service

Open from llam-IOpm
7 days a week

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

.''"iNotihSummnSlivel
B"» luif Gum Ohm 4.U02-2U7
I1K«K-4IV..15.1.WI.1|

Rn 419-353-5191

IOc-0 Nortri Main St.
bowline Green. Ot I

p.-m.iil lium>(<iiMin-lt>n.'
I'rtiisiiiK and Proclaiming Chri\l
al the Heart 11/Howling (ireen

■H9-yfr-2269A68B

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
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World's largest desert
Roman galley
Stir up
Nastier
Yore
I'm glad that's over
"Damn Yankees"
character
Greenspan ol the Fed
Pair
List unit
Sounds ot mild
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Stolen diamonds
Wind dir.

Chinese Restaurant

SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
& drinks' Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours1 Best Hotels ■
Lowest prices' breakerslravel.com.
800-985-6789.
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85 Years Young!

KLEVERS JEWELRY
Serving the Unwersity since 1978

* Jewelry & Watch Repair, Batteries, Bands
* Engraving

N
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* Watches

* Pendants

* Plaques & Awards
* Diamonds V^rZL
* Special Orders Welcomed

FREE HEAT

$9 ~T~- "'-'
Cash 01 Check

= VARSITY
= SQUARE

ENGRAVING

Ittfc^RY • "HOPMIFS* SIlVfR ■ PlAQi.lt

Open Mond.iv-SatunJav • Corner of Poe & I la>kins (Fairview Plaza)

419-353-6691 • 1-800-569-3988

Highland
Management
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2 bdrm. unlurn. apt 1/2 block trom
campus. Available May 2004 1 year
lease Call 419-686-4700.

419-353-7715 t=J

130 E Washington St, BG

Disposal - 11'2 Baths Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Running a Special
BGSU Bus stop
FEW OPEN NOW

'

'

■

V

2 bdrm. apt avail, now through Aug.
Close to campus! S535/mo. + elec
Heat & cable incld Call 352-2660

APARTMENTS^

716 E Wooster

i ■ ■_ 1

■

"• 1 bdrm. apt.. S450/mo. incls. util.
Single room . S225/mo., 2 blocks,
from campus, quiet residential area
Second sem, 2 bdrm apts. available
S450/mo Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

FROM ONLY
$465!
|24 HOUR EATERYI
I ro BOWLING GREEN [

419-353-2277

" Now leasing fully turn efficiencies
Etliciencies avail now & second sem
S465 tor 1 person, monthly leases,
includes all util. cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520
1740 E Wooster
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NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person ;
Mon. - Fri. 2-ilJ
Mil W. I)u>-rl Road
Mauwee, OH 43537
i Ju5l a few minutes from BG!

wooLeviBULLeyiS

N0PTHWE5T OHIO PREMIERE NIGHT CLUB
1851 Tiffin Ave. Findlay Ohio 45840
419-425-1065
www.wooleybulleys.com
I'.very Thursday Night
ladies Night Part II
Hptn lil Close
VV/DI Biscuit
S2.00 JAfcEP BOMBS

SI.SO BABBCT BAY & POP
Sl.00 SMIBNOFF TWIST UBINKS
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
$2 50.00 I si PLACE'

SVERY THURSDAY

18 & (KIT
Every Thursday
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Task force aims to improve Greek recruitment
Committee of students and staff discuss ways the University can help
by Jennie Swinarski
REPORTER
Dr. Ron Binder, head
of the University's
Recruitment Task Force was
once told. "Everything we do
is recruitment, not just two
weeks in the fall." This statement has lingered with him
throughout his life in his
task to improve recruitment
nationwide.
The University ran
the task force throughout the
month of October with intentions of bringing Greek life
from its current twelve percent to fifteen percent of
undergraduate Greeks in the
future.
"The task force is
made up of leadership and
communication and is
designed to take a step back
and look at how chapters
have recruited in the past
and how it can be
improved." he said.
So far, the task force
has been very productive in
its endeavors of idealizing
Greek life at the University.
Many ideas have
been generated by the task
force committee and they
have developed a full picture
of possibilities. By the end of
October they moved into the
implementation stages for
future recruitment.

The committee con-

sisted of students of the various Greek councils, faculty,
Residence Life staff, members of the administration
and Greek advisors. Carrie
Guzell is one member taking
part in the committee as a
representative from the
Panhellenic Council.
"Each member on
the committee gives their
own perspective, which is
refreshing because there is
still so much going on at this
campus that I don't even
know about." Guzell said.
"I've noticed that the students and Greek advisors
seem to have a lot of really
good ideas and its so helpful
that we have representation
from faculty, staff and
administration to help us
really focus and figure out
what is possible. We need to
look at what chapters currently do and the possibilities
that are out there. Then the
list must be refined and then
we can prioritize what needs
attention the most."
The task force is
working to make each chapter represented at the
University hold the four core
principles in the highest
regard. These are scholarship, service, leadership and
brotherhood/sisterhood.
They are making every
attempt to point their

resources towards strengthening each principle.
The task force is a
one-time opportunity for
those involved to look at past
recruitment and make recommendations for the future.
"The most important
thing the task force hopes to
accomplish is how to articulate the experience Greeks
are receiving on our campus," Binder said. "The
greatest challenge across the
country is putting their experience into words."
Many Greeks may
believe numbers of those
involved in fraternities and
sororities are dropping, however they are currently at a
stand-still.
"My feelings towards
IMPROVEMENT AHEAD: Steve larnicki . right, and Mark Chambcrlln. left,
Creek life at BCSU are that it
of Kappa Sigma, pitch their chapter lo a prospective member. The recruitis a wonderful, rich experimerit task force is searching for ways the University can help Greeks recruit.
ence, although that doesn't
percentage of those who are
been doing, their expectamean there isn't room for
Greek is 10 to 15 percent, so
tions are that Greek life at
improvement." Guzell said.
the University is currently
the University will be
"One thing I'd especially like
right in the middle.
expanding soon.
to continue seeing is more
"Our supportive cam"Having a task force
interaction between the varipus is what will keep Greek
is a unique opportunity for a
ous councils."
life here because people
college campus. Recruitment
This year, the
want to help, which is a
must be viewed in a compreUniversity's fraternities' new
challenge at other college
hensive manner and must be
member pledge classes actucampuses," Binder said.
looked at as a whole," Binder
ally went up in size and after
There are currently
said.
THECAVEL
sororities continued their
more fraternities and sororiformal recruitment by conties on campuses nationally
(For more on the task
tinuous open bidding, the
than ever before. Based on
force, see page 5.)
numbers actually equaled
the work the task force has
last year's total. The national
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Sigmas raise funds, goods to benefit area homeless
by Ariel Castro
EDITOR IN-CHIEF
On a chilly fall night, with frost
conditions and cold winds, the
brothers of Phi Beta Sigma played
cards, stepped, and slept outside the Union for their
philanthropy
program.
Project SLEEP.

"The purpose of Project SLEEP is
to raise food, money and clothes for the
homeless and less fortunate in the
Bowling Green and Toledo area." Damon
Kennedy, president of the chapter, said.
The philanthropy program has
been part of Sigma history for the past 12
years.
"It started in '92 as a national
program," Kennedy said. "But it is now a
tradition of the Epsilon Phi chapter."
Each October, the Sigmas host a
two-week fund-raising and food and
clothing drive. They mark the end of it •
by sleeping outside overnight to represent the struggles of the homeless.
"We've been more proactive
about it this year." Duanc Hawkins,
member of the fraternity, said. "We went
door-to-door in the dorms for donations.
Sometimes people can only give 15 or 25
cents, but that still makes a difference."
"The best thing about it is doing
something for the less fortunate in the
community." Kennedy said. "If we can

give someone one outfit or one dinner,
we are doing something."
Though members often get sick
each year from sleeping out in the cold,
the love of their fraternity and its motto
keeps Project SLEEP going every year.
Culture for service, service for
humanity." the members said with pride
and in unison.
The program reflected the Creek
value of service
"There is always someone in a
worse situation than you are." Hawkins
said. "You should give back."
Project SLEEP took place on
October 16. 2003. Phi Beta Sigma was
founded in 1914 and has been at the
University since 1973. The Epsilon Phi
chapter currently has 15 members.
Their website can be found at the Creek
Affairs web page, www.greekbgsu.com.
THE GA VEL

kwce Christopher, The Obsidian

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Phi Mu WhifTleball Tournament
benefiting St. Vincent's Hospital
Nov. 1,2003
Field House
Contact Katie Pawlak at
(419) 214-3809
Chi Omega Cornhole Tournament
benefiting the Make-A-Wish Foundation
Nov. 2. 2003
Field House
Contact Lisa Cardinal at

(419) 214-3708
American Indian Pow Wow
and Fall Harvest Festival
Arts & Scraps
Nov. 8, 2003
Southfield, Mich.
Contact Peg Upmeyer at
(313)640 4411
contact@artsandscraps.org

Kettle Bell Ringers
The Salvation Army
Nov. 14-Dec. 24, 2003
Findlay, Ohio
Contact Heidi Asher at

(419)422-8238
hasher@use.salvationarmy.org
Shelter Work / Fundraisers
Paws & Whiskers Cat Shelter. Inc.
Ongoing
Toledo. Ohio
Contact Dave Plunkett at
(419) 536-1914
pawsandwhiskers@aol.com
Kids Cafe Volunteers
Toledo NW Ohio Food Bank
Every Wednesday and Friday
Toledo, Ohio

Contact Volunteer Relations at
(419)242-5000
dcarr@toledofoodbank.org

E-mail volunteer opportunities to
gaveleditor2003@yahoo.com

Sweeten the Season
for those with MS
Multiple Sclerosis Association of America
Ongoing until Dec. 31, 2003
Contact Malcolm Friend at
(800) 532-7667
msaa@msaa.com
Various Opportunities
The Toledo Hospital
Ongoing
Toledo, Ohio
Contact Barbara Arnold at

(419) 291 4380
Barbara.Arnold@promedica.org

Winter Festival Decorating
Lagrange Development Corporation
Nov. 22,2003
Toledo. Ohio
Contact Monica Stephens at
moniliz81 @yahoo.com

0AVEL
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Omegas, Kappas busy in
first year back on campus
by Sheena Neal
REPORTER

RETURN OF THE QUES: Members of Omega Psi Phi. pictured above, are part of one of two
NPHC fraternities making their return to Bowling Green State University. Both were brought
back to campus with the help of alumni and continual efforts by the Office of Greek Affairs.

LAMBDA • KAPPA • THETA • ETA • ZETA • EPISILON • PHI
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B.G/s Largest selection of
Greek Merchandise

Burl's Bee Items
Stickers
Frames
I—(
Scrubs
CO Stationary
Shot Glasses
Glass Mugs
Window Stickers
< Key Chains
T-Shirts

o

Tanks
Sweatshirts
Windbreakers
Hats
Jackets
Sorority Bags
Coffee Mugs
Plastic Mugs
Tumblers
Magnets

Candy Jars
Shorts
Jewelry
Flip Flops
Pins
Pencils/Pens
Bumper Stickers
ID. Covers
Toe Rings
Belly Button Rings

Initial Shirt
BGSU Clothing
Dry Cleaning
Service
Tuxedo Rental
Greeting Cards
Balloon Bouquets
Balloons

S5 • Best Selection • Best Service •
2
Best Quality
4Q
Your Sewn on Letters and
£«
Embroidery Specialists

CJ

531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8333

(Continued on page 11)
Happy Thursday...The weekend is almost here111
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Looking to Sell
That Fancy
Sports Car You
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Away in the
Garage?
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10% off any
£ coiie^S^ction one Greek item!

After an absence of five years, the men of Omega Psi
Phi are officially represented on campus as of spring semester.
"Motivation to come back to campus came from an
undying interest from students and Toledo graduates,"
James Jackson, advisor of the Delta Epsilon chapter, said.
When organizations have been absent on campus,
there is always a process that must be completed before
they can be represented again.
"The process began about a year ago," Jackson said.
"In this time, we got involved with Greek Affairs, the graduate chapter and nationals."
"The men of Omega Psi Phi look forward to a great
semester and a bright future as they put on structured, creative and innovative programs for the black community such as the Hats and Gloves Drive in December and the
year-round mentoring program." undergraduate member
Javon Burkes said.
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Overview of the Recruitment Task Force
from the BGSU Recruitment Task Force Draft Report
The lask force was commissioned by Greek Affairs lo examine the overall Greek recruitment process for fraternities and sororities.
The group met for four consecutive Mondays in October and was composed of undergraduate students, chapter advisors.
Greek Council advisors. Residence Life staff, Marketing and Communications staff and Greek Affairs.
The goal is to move the Greek community from 12 to 15 percent of the undergraduate student population
and to ensure that students were joining for the right reasons.
The task force concentrated on three specific areas of recruitment - opportunities, message and communication.
Recruitment Opportunities
Everything we do is recruitment.
- High school counselor day at BGSU (Nov. 20)
- Campus tour guides
Preview Days (Oct. 18 & Dec. 6)
- President's day
- OREG
- Move-in assistance for fall
- Move-in dinner for the fall
- Meet the Greeks event each semester
- Greek RA's
- Parents, faculty, alumni
- University Ambassadors

Message and Audience
- Overall message needs to be simple, repeated often,
emphasizing our core values.
- Potential New Members
- Parents
How d.o we communicate our Message!
- Brochure, postcards
- Emails
- Web sites
- WRSA
- Monitor (faculty and staff paper)
- Meet the Greeks nights

The group also discussed timelines for spring and fall recruitment.

STUDENT UNION

The Great
American Smokeout

MUNCH FOR
MIRACLES!

Challenging people to stop using tobacco

Pick up your FREE
Smokeout Survival Kit
November 19th and 20th in the
Union and November 17-21 in the
Wellness Connection

Purchase a new

""""

Homestyle Chicken
Strips Combo Meal!

2 5 <t of every Homestyle Chicken Strip Combo Meal
sold will be donated to the Dance Marathon every
hour of every day now through 3/27/04!*
Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-1am
Sponsored by the Wellness Connection. ODADAS.
Bacchus Gamma, and the Student Health Service

(*\

419-728-0300 BGSU@pertoria.com

Children's
"Offer valid only at Wendy's in the BowenMiradcap Network* Thompson Student Union. Net proceeds from the
IVi.'ii'.V.'V.'.TiVY. Dance Marathon benefit Childrens Miracle Network.
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MAKING
GREEK
GREAT
AGAIN:
Dr. Lori Hart Ebert offers
University Creeks advice
on how to strengthen
chapters
by Patricia Rengifo
REPORTER
It's not easy being Greek.
In a time when ii seems like the
pillars of the Greek world arc crumbling,
Lori Han Eberl offers 10 steps to making
Greek great again.
During her two-day visit to the
University in September. Ebert used
humor as a way to explain a process of
bettering the Greek community.
"The challenge you have as Greeks
is to decide if you will be the honored
and the proud or if you will be the stereo
type." Ebert said.
The key to a strong chapter lies
inside each member. It is not about the
officers, it's about everyone, she said.
"You can't be perfect, but it's your

GAVEL
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member of a Creek organization.
job (o be the best you can be. Recruii (he about it."
"You need lo be selfish with ibis
Ebert had two options, she could
people who are trying their best to be the
best."
quit or make it better. She chose the latter experience and take responsibility I<H
your actions." she said "Your chapter is
One way to be a successful chapter and ran for office in her chapter.
is to be what you say you are. Ebert
where it is today because of the people
When you arc inside an organizawho came before you. Your job is to
draws on her experience as a member of tion, you may not be able to realize why
make it better."
other people don't understand you.
Alpha Omicron Pi. Being a new member
"It's not that they hate you. they
is like dating, she said. You never go out
Ebert has been working in higher
just don't get you," Ebert said. Be patient education for almost a dei ade. She has
on a first date and tell all of your bad
qualities.
served as a graduate assistant. Creek
Ebert also compares joining a
adviser and dean of students al
fraternity or sorority to marriage.
You are all playing the same game schools a< IOSS the country.
She has also served as the
When you are initiated it's like your
and everyone who isn't playing
wedding
associate campus director of San
Jose's Heald College. She has an
your game is watching."
"If 1 take off my ring, I'm still
married. If you take off your badge
undergraduate degree in edui ation
you are still a member." she said.
from Auburn University, a master's
The day after marriage. Ebert said. with the independents and don't live up
degree in education from the University
of Montevallo, and holds a dot lorate in
is when you get to see all of the bad qual- to the stereotypes.
ities.
You need to learn really quick
higher education from Georgia Stale
what community is. You are all playing
"After I joined. I got very confused
University, She current!) serves .is the
about what it means to be in a sorority. It the same game and everyone who isn't
director of alcohol education for I'i Kappa
seemed like we were about partying, and playing your game is watching." she said. Phi fraternity.
THE GA VEL
The people watching the game are
thai is not why I joined." she said. "I
hated it for a year and a half until somedeciding if they want to play too or if they
don't. Above all you have one job as a
one asked me what I was going to do

1. FOLLOW THE ROAD SI6NS...THEY ARE
THERE FOR A REASON.

7. EDUCATE THE NEW 'PASSENGERS.1
8. EDUCATE THE NEW 'BUS DRIVERS.'

2. EVEN IF YOU ARE A 'PASSENGER,' YOU
SHOULD HAVE AN IDEA OF WHERE YOU ARE
GOING.

9. DON'T PLAY BUMPER CARS.
10. DO NOT DRIVE DRUNK.

3. EVERY MEMBER IN A CHAPTER SHOULD
TAKE A TURN 'DRIVING THE BUS.'
4. APATHY COMES NOT FROM DULL OR LAZY
PASSENGERS, BUT BAD OR UNINSPIRING
'DRIVERS.'

11. DONT IGNORE YOUR 'DISPATCHERS.*
12. TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR
ACTIONS
13. SUPPORT YOUR MEMBERS.

5. TO COMBAT APATHY, HELP MEMBERS TAKE
AN ACTIVE AND MEANINGFUL ROLE.

14. OON'T TOOT YOUR OWN HORN.

6. FOLLOW THE RULES.

15. FOLLOW YOUR ROADMAP.

GAVEL
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EMERGING LEADERS
Fifty-five students took part in this semester's
Emerging Leaders weekend at Camp Willson in
Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Emerging Leaders is a three-day retreat that
focuses on teaching members of the Greek community
to apply leadership knowledge and skills to all facets of
life. Two members of each fraternity and sorority were
invited to attend the event.
The motto for this semester is "leadership is
action, not position." and the attendees took part in
many breakout sessions built around that theme.
Emerging Leaders is an event that takes place
twice per year and targets the more recent new members of Greek chapters at the University.
For more information about the program, contact Bryan Figura. the graduate assistant who works
with the team leaders, at bfigura@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
The 1972 College Handbook designated
"official" campus areas for sunbathing
The "appropriate" attire recommended
for women were
Above: Emerging Leaders Team Leaders (clockwise from left) - Lindsey Gable.
Andrew Reider. Stephen Fogg, Melanie Menz and Courtney White.
Below: Team Leader Lindsey Cable facilitates a session with her team on decisionmaking at Camp Willson.

,AZ AZ A/ A/. A/ A/ AZ AZ AZ A/. A/ AZ AZ

I You've done it in sand.
You've done it in mud.

|But have you done it in

JELLO?
DELTA ZEN TURTLE TUG
Sunday. November 2
Starting at 2pm
For more information or to sign up. call 572-2139
AZ A/ A/.

AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ.

AZ \/. AZ AZ A/.
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Writers wanted for new book on Greek Life
ARLINGTON, VA
(PRWEB) September 22
2003- A new book.
Legend of the Chapter
House: Greek Life. Love,
& Laughter Told
Through Our Eyes, has
begun a nationwide
search to find the best
stories highlighting life
in fraternities and
sororities.
"There are over 9
million members of the
Greek system all around
the world," says Eric
Koester. who came up
with the idea for
Legend. "There are
I some incredible stories
in that group just waiting to be told."
Legend of the
Chapter House is
engaged in a nationwide

search for true stories*
told through the eyes of
the author or authors.
Writers can submit
story ideas at legendofbooks.com or discuss
ideas personally with
Koester. Upon publication, writers will be
paid for published stories. Deadline for submission is April 30.
2004.
"I'm doing this
project entirely on my
own and really hoping
it can be something I
can give back to the
Greek community,"
Koester said. "Being in
my fraternity was great
and now that I've graduated, I appreciate it even
more. I hope people will
be able to point to this

/ liTO

The News That Matters To You...

book and be proud to
wear letters on their
chests."

Koester, a former
founding father of his
fraternity at Marquette
University, decided to
provide a forum to
highlight the positive
side of Greek life.
Presently, he is enrolled
in law school at George
Washington University.
Koester has begun col-

I ...its A Great
Daily Habit!

...can be found at
SO on-campus
locations...

lecting stories and
hopes to release the
anthology in the fall of
2004.
"There is no
shortage of negative
media scrutiny about
Greek life," Koester
said. "But that is not
the complete story.
Greeks are the largest
volunteer network in
the world, serve in
many leadership positions, and foster a
unique sense of com
munity. I think it is time
for a book to come
along and show what is
positive, fun, and right
about being in a sorority or fraternity.
Legend of the
Chapter House is
designed to bo a quick.

entertaining read with a
purpose: The uncensored stories of risk,
romance and humor
will unhinge the memories of other Greek
members who want to
relive their own colle
giate adventures."
Visit wvvw.legendofbooks.com for
more information, to
submit story ideas, or to
offer support on the
page where individuals
and groups can post
messages and links to
their sites. Publicity
materials and additional
information about the
project are also available online.
THE GA VEL

"one of the top 200 salons in
the country "-Saton TODAY

204 Wesi Han
372-2601
««wbgn»»com

r
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WELCOME GREEK
STUDENTS
Wear your letters & receive
3.00 off haircuts, 5.00 off
chemical services, & 2 pi) off
tanning packages
Greek Students Onlj

's

<%*

>^Sfe
^°S THE
i What's going
-2445 on at BGSU?
Call fact line at

372-2

372-2445
Your connection to campus!

HAIR AND lANNING
•Featuring*
David DeWalt: Owner/Stylist
Jessica Messer: Stylist
Lisa McCoy: Stylist
•CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES'
•SPECIALIZING IN FOILS*
419-352-6459 529 Ridge Street Bowling Green
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS
CURRENT SPORTS
Whiffleball - Playoffs begin December 3
Handball - Play begins November 3, Playoffs begin December 8
Racquetball - Play begins November 3, Playoffs begin December 8
Innertube Water Polo - November 3, Playoffs begin December 1
UPCOMING REGISTRATION DEADLINES
3-player Basketball - Entries accepted Nov. 4-12
Play begins November 17
Swim Meet - Entries accepted Nov. 4-13
Meet slated for November 19
Track & Field Meet - Entries accepted Nov. 4-18
Meet slated for November 3 or November 20

^Domino's
*w Pizza
Our prices won't require you to
Flex your funds.

Check out our
7 specials for $7 each!

$7 Student
Value Menu

353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)
1 large cheese or
1 topping pizza
1 medium 2 topping pizza
|1 small 3 topping pizza
2 small cheese pizzas

(valid w/ BGSU » only)

Dance Marathon!
Keep an eye out for an
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Pizza Night
in November!
\^R ^J
VISA

Free Delivery
1616 E. Wooiter, Unit J

10 chicken kickers &
a20oz.

8 cheesy Bread, 5 wings
& a 20oz. Coke
1 small cheese pizza plus 1
of the following: 5 wings,
cheesy bread, bread
sticks or cinna sticks

CALL AMY AT
THE GAVEL AD OFFICE

372-2605
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Fraternities make big plans
(Continued from page 4)
According to chapter
president Marcus Simpson,
their organization is set apart
from the rest because they
attract, instead of recruit, the
brightest men on campus
who already exhibit their
cardinal principles - manhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift.
Members of Omega
Psi Phi believe in their motto,
"friendship is essential to the
soul."
"Don't get the dog
image twisted," Burkes said.
"Dogs are man's best friend
and their loyalty is
unmatched."
The fraternity looks
forward to an exciting school
year as the Greek community becomes more diverse.
The members are striving to
putting the "Que" back in
"quality."
Another fraternity

chapter that has been
reopened this year is Kappa
Alpha Psi. The last time that
the "Kappas" were officially
on campus was in January of
2001.
"The process of coming back on campus was just
a matter of taking a couple of
months to meet with Creek
Affairs, getting re-established
as a group and getting
Toledo alumni involved to
build new connections."
chapter president Rezell
Simmons said.
The Kappas are usually associated with a "pretty
boy" image within NPHC
groups. However, Simmons
believes that there is more to
it than that.
"We are the Nupes.
And being a Nupe is a
lifestyle. We are men of a
different quality and our distinct style cannot be duplicated." he said.

23%

of all photocopier faults
worldwide are caused by
people sitting on them and
photo copying their buttocks.

HAVE A SAFE AND
HAPPY HALLOWEEN...
Conqratslatiotts to the Fall
2003 Phi Class?
Tricia Burger
Kari Burmeister
Oenna Fina *
>
Melissa Fletcher
Tiffany Gorbtj
Sarah Hamen
Amanda Henson
Heather Kovacs >

The motto of Kappa
Alpha Psi is "achievement in
every field of human endeavor" and the members take
pride in being "the hardest
fraternity to get into"
"We don't and won't
specialize in numbers, we
always look at quality." one
undergraduate member said.
Some of the upcoming events sponsored by the
Kappas include Kappa Week
in November, the Indiana
Love clothing drive with
Sigma Camma Rho in
January, and a "Crimson and
Cream" ball with Delta
Sigma Theta.
"We'll be giving away
gifts to the ladies and taking
them to the movies during
Ladies' Appreciation Night."
Simmons said. "We definiteBACK IN TOWN: Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi. Zela Nu
ly want them to come out
and show their support."
Chapter pose at Meet the Greeks. The Kappas have been reinTHE GAVEL stated at the University after a 2-year period.

Valerie Lambert
Ashley Prqor
Andee Taylor
Bridget Tighe
Andrea Vantaggi
Ryle White
Lisa Yearsin

IVe love )0ii girls*

HAPPY THURSDAY

New Fall Arrivals from L.A.
50% off selected summerwear
*Get 15% off selected purchases
with this coupon!
Diversity Boutique offers diverse
apparel, Highstrung jewelry,
and accessories
Open: Mon-Wed 1-7
Thur-Sat 1-9 across from Junction (Tux's
(419)353-7259
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Domino's Pizza Night planned to benefit Dance Marathon
In \iii-l Castro
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
With less than lit)
days It'll until the largest StUdcnt-run philanthropy in
Ohio lakes place, the
I'anhcllcnic Council is keeping the kids in mind.
The organization is
putting together a pizza buffet with the help pi'Domino's,
and proceeds from the event
going to the 2(104 Dance
Marathon.
Tracy Lahote, president of the council and assistant director of planning lor
the Marathon, is in charge of
coordinating Domino's Pizza
!\ight.
"I'anhel "as
approached by Domino's to
gel this event underway on
behalf of the entire (ireek
community," she said. "The

reason it's Creek-based is
because our groups are verj
active."
The evenl will lake
place on November 19,2otn.
from ">-H p.m. al the Mpha \i
Delia and Kappa Alpha houses. Tickets will he sold al
individual chapter meetings
for $ri apiece. The event will
he open to independent students, but they will need lo
purchase tickets from a fraternity or sorority member.
Awards will he given out to
the chapters that sell the
most tickets per member.
Lahote believes the
evenl will be good for Greek
community.
"This will be a way to
keep chapters competing
while working together," she
said. "It will bring Greek
students together to make a

statement thai we care about
Dance Marathon."

Ticket sales will
begin Ibis Sunday, November
2, and will end on November
I 1. Sludenls \\ill be able to
bursar their tickets. Students
can pick up their tickets only
al their chapter meetings.
"As we develop it further and begin ticket sales,
we would like to see participation from all Greeks,"
Lahote said. "We encourage
all chapters to wear their letters or some Dance
Marathon apparel."
Volunteers will be
needed to help every aspect
of the event to run smoothly.
Interested chapters can contact Sarah Loge, volunteer
coordinator, at
sloge@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

»•*•

26-2
48 days
countin
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Look for the next issue of The Gavel inside The BG News on November 20, 2003.

ABrAEZHeiKAMNHOnPITYOX^CiABrAEZHOIKAMNHOnPZTYcDXQABrAEZHOIKAMN
^Greeks hove been, at BGSU for aver 60 of
BQSU's 53 years?

I Pi Kahhn Aihi\a was the first fraternity at
BGSU in 19^2 "

9Surma Lambda Beta was founded at BGSU in 1996

«•

% Abbrcpcimately 600 Greeks live in BGSU Greek housing
9Aihha Phi, Delta Gamma, A.lhha Xi and
Gajnma Phi Beta were founded at BGSU in 1943

IThe first Greek Housing at BGSU was built
in-1946 (the current fraternity row)

BGSU Residence Life- Greek Affairs Mission
Building the premier Fraternity and Sorority Community in North America utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following:
1. A quality undergraduate residential experience tor the housed fraternities & sororities
2. A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and sorority experience that builds community among all Greeks and that emphasizes our founding principles of:
-.Service
■Leadership
■Brotherhood/Sisterhood
3. A commitment to furthering the Greek Advising profession through a quality graduate preparatory experience, research, conference attendance 4
presentation and national leadership
Fall 2003

For more information, check out the Greek BGSU web site at www.qreekbqsu.com
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